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This manual contains information and procedures to assist technicians in tuning and repairing machines.  

For this reason this manual should only be used by TECHNICIANS. 

At power-on, the display shows the software version and then the machine returns to the function that was 

active when the machine was turned off (see POWER OFF). 

 

 

 

ABBREVIATION LEGEND 

 
For the sake of simplicity, this manual uses the following abbreviations (1=left side, 2=right side)   

 

EVRC 
1 and 2 

Cylinder heating solenoid valve  
 

MV 
1 and 2 Left side 
3 and 4 Right side 

Fan motor 
 

EVFC 
1 and 2 

 

Cylinder cooling solenoid valve  
 

TAMB 
1 and 2 

Ambient temperature probe 
 

EVRV 
1 and 2 

 

Hopper heating solenoid valve TE 
1 and 2 

Cylinder evaporator temperature probe  
 

EVFV 
1 and 2 

 

Hopper cooling solenoid valve TEC 
1 and 2 

Cylinder temperature probe 
 

MA 
1 and 2 

Beater motor 
 

TEV 
1 and 2 

Hopper temperature probe 
 

MC 
1 and 2 

Compressor motor TGV 
1 and 2 

Hopper evaporator temperature probe  
 

MIR 
1=left  
2=right   
3= central 
 

Spigot microswitch - Piston microswitch  
 

TOC 
1 and 2 

Condenser output temperature probe  
 

MMV 
1 and 2 

Hopper mixer motor  
 

TIMC 
1 and 2 

Compressor inlet temperature probe  
 

MP 
1 and 2 

Pump motor 
 

TOMC 
1 and 2 

Compressor output temperature probe  
 

 

Note: The machine is equipped with 2 displays, one for the left side and the other for the right side. Since 

each side has a dedicated control unit, the numbers of the various devices are omitted from the display. E.g.: 

Left side     Right side 

TEV +010  TGV -022   
TEC +013  TE  -012 

 TEV +012  TGV -024  
TEC +006  TE  -015 
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SOFTWARE VERSION 

 

When the machine is turned on, the software version is displayed. E.g.: 

 

   CARPIGIANI  
ADP2 V 01.06.03 

 means sw version of the keyboard interface (ADP2) = 
01.06.03 

 

 CARPIGIANI UF920  
CB1 V 00.08.05 

 means sw version of CB1 board =  00.08.05 

 

 

In case of machine failure, the technician will always have to mention this number (software version), as well 

as the machine serial number on data plate, in order to take the best advantage of Technical Service. 
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AVAILABLE COMMANDS 

 

 

 

The machine has 2 cylinders. Side 1 is the left side and side 2 is the right side. 

Left side and right side are equal and independent, Pasteurization can be activated from both sides. 

The key  is used for both value Increase and Pasteurization function.  

 

 

Nota1 

When the keyboard accepts a command it will produce an intermittent sound (beep). 

 

Nota2 

The operation of each side is not independent of the other with triple spigot door, as an event on one side 

can affect the other. 

 

 

Display messages 

After that the English and Italian displays are highlighted in the text in the following format: 

   - ENGLISH -    - ITALIAN -  

 Fruit  Frutta  
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PROBE AND SOLENOID VALVE LOCATION 

 

 Probes and Solenoid valves - left side 

TEV1 – TEC1 – TGV1 – TE1 – TIMC1 – TOMC1 – TAMB1 – TOC1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEC1  

 

 

TE1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INV_MA 

(INV_MC) 

(single-phase 

machines 

only) 

 

TIMC1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEV1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   TGV1  

 

 

 

TAMB1 

 

 

 

 

 

TOC1 

 

 

TOMC1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            EVRV1      EVFV1               EVRC1     EVFC1  
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Probes and Solenoid valves - right side 

 TEV2 – TEC2 – TGV2 – TE2 – TIMC2 – TOMC2 – TAMB2 – TOC2 

 

 

 

 

TGV2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TAMB2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOC2 

 

 

 

 

 

TEV2 

 

 

TEC2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TE2 

 

INV MA 

(INV MC) 

Single-phase 

machines 

only 

 

TIMC2 

 

 

 

 

TOMC2 

 

    EVFC2                EVRC2         EVFV2            EVRV2  
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USB CONNECTORS 

 
The machine is equipped with 2 connectors for USB flash drive (protected with relevant caps).  

The connectors are located on the left and right side of the machine. 

 

   
 
 
Supported USB flash drives are up to 2.0. 

 

The connector is used to: 

- Download events (log) of the machine 

- Download/Upload the programming table 

- Update the machine sw 

 

See related paragraphs in Technician Programming. 
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FUNCTIONS 

 

STOP  

 
 

 

In this mode the machine is stopped and the corresponding LED (backlighting) is turned on. 

From Stop it is possible to access any machine function.  

To change function, IT IS always NECESSARY to return first to STOP. 

On the display: 

 15:30:00 26-03-2021 
        STOP 

 15:30:00 26-03-2021 
        STOP 

 

 

To set the machine to Stop from Production, Pasteurization, Storage and Cleaning, press the Stop key. 

 

If the machine is left in Stop position with mix above the minimum level, after 30 seconds, the display will show 

the message Perché in STOP? (Why In STOP?) with flashing backlight and intermittent warning sound  

This warns the user to set the machine either to Production, Pasteurization, or Storage mode. 

 

Note: 

Pressing Stop from any other function sets the machine to Stop and the Stop Manuale (Manual Stop) event 

is recorded in the event log.   

 

 

RESETTING HOUR METER and TOTAL and PARTIAL CONE COUNTER and EVENTS 

 

See technician programming. 
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PRODUCTION (START) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Production can be accessed only if there is a minimum level of mix in the hopper. 

 

If the step  

1000 Selezione Prodotto 1 (Product Selection 1)  

see programming table, is set to Dairy, by pressing the Start (Production) key the display shows: 

 

 

     Dairy 
 

      Crema  

 

 

This window shows the type of product served from each of the two sides: 

Dairy (Crema) = side 1 (left) produces Soft ice cream 

Dairy (Crema) = side 2 (right) produces Soft ice cream 
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Non Servire! (Do Not Serve!) 

  

When Production is selected, after the product type is displayed, the display shows  

 

    Do Not Serve! 
W-0015       T=+004 

    Non Servire! 
W-0015       T=+004 

 

 

The first line on top indicates whether ice cream is ready to be dispensed (Gelato Pronto! / Sundae Ready!)  

or not yet (Non Servire / Do Not Serve!). 

The second line displays the days left before the next washing and TEV hopper temperature. 

 

When Set HoT is reached, the machine operates normally. This message will be displayed: 

 

   Sundae Ready!  
W-0015       T=+004 

    Gelato Pronto! 
W-0015       T=+004 

 

 

 

In particular: 

During ice cream dispensing, if the consistency drops below the value programmed in step 1013 Blocco HoT 

(HoT Block)  the display shows: 

    Do Not Serve! 
W-0015       T=+004 

    Non Servire! 
W-0015       T=+004 

 

 

 Non Servire (Do Not Serve!). This means that the ice cream is not ready for dispensing. 

The message changes to Gelato Pronto! (Sundae Ready!)  ONLY when HoT Block (+ 20 hysteresis points) is 

exceeded. 

In case a cone is dispensed when the display shows Non servire (Do Not Serve!) (MIR occupied), all the outputs 

are turned off (MA, MC, EVFC OFF; also MP OFF if it was on).  

If the hopper must be stored, MC+ EVFV+ MMV + MV remain activated. 

As soon as MIR is free, Production restarts, with MA and MC + EVFC being reactivated as well.  

When the consistency drops below HoT Block, the message Non Servire (Do Not Serve!) is displayed. 
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Beater speed 

 

The beater motor is controlled by an inverter and has the possibility of automatically varying the rotation 

speed. 

 

Speed Frequency MA revs Beater 

revs 

Function 

1 10 Hz 300 rpm 50 rpm Storage - Pasteurization 

2 29 Hz 840 rpm 150 rpm Cleaning - Heated Cleaning - Production (without extraction) 

3 

 

33 Hz  

(Pump) 

 

36 Hz  

(Gravity) 

 

980 rpm 

 

 

1070 rpm 

 

 

 

175 rpm 

 

 

190 rpm 

 

Production with extraction from the 2nd cone until beating is 

active. When MA is deactivated, the counting restarts. 

6Hz are added to this speed if the mix is below the medium 

level and 9Hz if it is below the low level (not cumulative with 

medium one). 

 The speed remains active for the current frequency for at least 2". 

 

When the desired consistency is reached (Set HoT), the beater keeps on running for 5 more seconds (or for 

the time programmed in step 1012 Rit Agit.  (Delay Beater) then it stops.  

At this point, if necessary, the hopper will switch to storage mode if  

TEV   1504 Cons. Vasca (Storage Hopper) + 2°C hysteresis 

 

After having reached Set HoT, if no cone is dispensed, the beater starts every 10 minutes, which can be 

programmed in step 1015 Timer Ciclico (Cyclic Timer) remaining active for 10 seconds in order to check the 

consistency of the ice cream. The compressor and EVFC solenoid valve are reactivated to return the ice cream 

to the programmed consistency. 

 

If Set HoT was reached and machine is in Production stand-by stage, beater motor restarts for 15 seconds 

whenever a cone is served in order to check consistency. The Pump motor (MP) operation starts during 

dispensing and remains active, after the piston closes, for a time that can be programmed in step 1228 

Tempo MP al MIR (Time MP at MIR). 
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During ice cream dispensing, if the mix in the hopper is below the minimum level of the sensor in the hopper, 

the display shows Mix esaurita (Mix Out), and a limited number of cones, programmed in step 1114 Ultimi 

coni (Last Cones) are allowed to be dispensed. 

 

 

Press Production  to go to the pages below: 

 

 Hopper    +014°C    
Cylinder  +013°C 

 Vasca    +014°C    
Cilind.  +013°C 

    TEV 
    TEC 

 

In this window, the first line (at the top) of the display shows the Hopper temperature. 

 = on when the hopper is cooling    +014°C=temperature in the hopper (TEV) 

 

The second line shows the temperature in the Cylinder: 

 = on when the cylinder is cooling  +013°C=cylinder temperature (TEC). 

 

 

By pressing Production : 

 SET =100  HoT =085 
MIR=  0   mA =7500 

 SET =100  HoT =085 
MIR=  0   mA =7500 

 

 

The first line (top) of this window shows the following: 

Set=100: Set HoT      Hot=085: reading of current consistency of the product  

 

The second line shows: 

MIR=  0: MIR disabled.   

mA= 7500 (7.5 A): current absorption of the beater motor     unit of measurement: mA  
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By pressing Production : 

 TEV +010  TGV -022   
TEC +013  TE  -012 

 TEV +010  TGV -022  
TEC +013  TE  -012 

  TEV  TGV 
  TEC  TE 

 

In this window, the display shows the various sensors (without displaying °C or °F): 

TEV  = Hopper Temperature Probe  

TEC  = Cylinder Temperature Probe  

TGV  = Hopper Evaporator Temperature Probe  

TE   = Cylinder Evaporator Temperature Probe  

 

 

By pressing Production : 

 TOC  +057 TIMC +022 
TAMB +024 TOMC +022 

 TOC  +057 TIMC +022 
TAMB +024 TOMC +022 

 

In this window, the display shows the various probes (without displaying °C or °F): 

TOC = Condenser Output Temperature Probe 

TIMC = Compressor Inlet Temperature Probe 

TAMB = Ambient Temperature Probe 

TOMC = Condenser Output Temperature Probe 

 

By pressing Production : 

    Today Cones 
         1 

    Coni Oggi 
        1  

 

 

This window shows the Cones of the day (starting from 0:00 to 23.59): 

1 = number of dispensed cones.  

Daily cones are reset: 

- after midnight 

- by resetting them from the technician programming menu  Counters 
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By pressing Production : 

 
    Total Cones  

        26 
    Coni Totali 

       26 
 

 

This window shows the no. of total Cones: 

26 = number of dispensed cones.  

 

To reset the cones refer to the paragraph Technician Programming  Counters. 

 

Press Production  again to return to the initial display. 
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FRUTTA (Fruit)  

 
 

 

If the step 1000 Selezione Prodotto (Product Selection), see programming table, is set to Fruit, when the 

Start (Production) key is pressed the display shows: 

 

  Fruit  
 

     Frutta  

 

 

The cycle is similar to Dairy Production but the product is cooled down to the Set HoT programmed in step 

1030 Set HoT Frutta (Set HoT Fruit), see programming table, activating EVFC + MC + MA + MV. 

After having reached Fruit HoT, if no cone is dispensed, the beater starts every 4 minutes, which can be 

programmed in step 1035 Timer Cicl. Frutta (Cyclic Timer Fruit) for 10 seconds, in order to check the 

consistency of the product. If the latter is lower than 1030 Set HoT Frutta (Set HoT Fruit) – 1031 Ist. HoT 

Frutta (Hyst HoT Fruit) the compressor and relative EVFC solenoid valve are reactivated to bring the product 

back to the programmed consistency. 
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YOGURT  

 
 

 

If the step 1000 Selezione Prodotto (Product Selection), see programming table, is set to Yogurt, when the 

Start (Production) key is pressed the display shows: 

 

  Yogurt 
 

     Yogurt  

 

 

The cycle is similar to Dairy Production but the product is cooled down to the Set HoT programmed in step 

1050 Set HoT Yogurt (Set HoT Yogurt), see programming table, activating EVFC + MC + MA + MV. 

After having reached the Set HoT Yogurt, if no cone is dispensed, the beater starts every 10 minutes, which 

can be programmed in step 1055 Timer Cicl. Yogurt (Cyclic Timer Yogurt) for 10 seconds, in order to check 

the consistency of the product. If the latter is lower than 1050 Set HoT Yogurt (Set HoT Yogurt), – 1051 Ist. 

HoT Yogurt (Hyst. HoT Yogurt) the compressor and relative EVFC solenoid valve are reactivated to bring the 

product back to the programmed consistency. 
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NO MIX  

 
 

 

 

When there is no mix (medium level) the first line of the display shows Aggiungere Mix (Add Mix) and the 

hopper level LED on the keyboard turns on (steady) .  

When the mix falls below the medium level, an intermittent sound will also be activated (except in STOP). 

 

     Add Mix  
 

  Aggiungere Mix    Level Medium 

 

 

When there is no mix (low level) the first line of the display shows Mix Esaurita (Mix Out) and the hopper 

low level LED on the keyboard turns on (steady) .  

When the mix falls below the low level, an intermittent sound will also be activated (except in STOP). 

 

The second line of the display indicates the number of cones that can be dispensed and that can be 

programmed at step 1114 Ultimi Coni (Last Cones)  before the machine goes automatically into Production 

Storage mode. 

  

       Mix Out  
Cones: 10   

  Mix Esaurita  
Coni: 10   

 Level low  
Num cones left 

 

The second line shows the number of cones left.  

 

Note:  

With the messages Aggiungere Mix (Add Mix)  and Mix Esaurita (Mix Out) on the display, the subsequent 

Production screens cannot be accessed (the alarm must be reset first).  

 

When there are no more cones, the display shows e.g.: 

 No More Cones  
 

  Coni Esauriti    

 

The machine remains in Production if HoT has been reached. 
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Ice in the Cylinder 

 

In Production mode, if TE temperature reaches a value lower than or equal to step 1146 Ghiaccio Cilindro (Ice 

Cylinder), the alarm Al. Ghiaccio Cil. (Al. Ice Cylinder) is generated, which is stored ONLY in the event log (no 

message on display).  

In this condition, all the outputs connected to the cylinder are disabled and the machine sets to the reached 

HoT mode. 

 

When the cyclic timer expires the consistency will be retested if TE has become greater than 1146 Ghiaccio 

Cilindro (Ice Cylinder), otherwise the machine remains in the Ice Cylinder condition.  

 

 

 

Timeout PRD 

 

If during Production the consistency does not reach the required set within the amount of time set in step 

1110 Timeout Produzione (Timeout Production), the end cycle procedure is forced anyway, as if the HoT had 

been reached and an alarm is stored in the event log (no message on the display). 

If, instead, the HoT Block is not reached within 10’ programmed in step 1110 Timeout Produzione (Timeout 

Production), from the start of freezing cycle then the machine Stops and the alarm message Timeout PRD is 

displayed.  

See Alarms paragraph. 

 

 

 

Hopper beating 

 

During Production, MMV activates any time hopper cooling is activated.  

Moreover, even if hopper cooling is not active, MMV will be activated periodically, according to On time (in 

seconds) and Off time (in minutes) as respectively set in steps 1542 MMV Ciclico ON (Cyclic MMV ON) and 

1543 MMV Ciclico OFF (Cyclic MMV OFF)  and only if the function is enabled in step 1540 Abilita MMV 

Ciclico (Enable Cyclic MMV). 
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PASTEURIZATION  

 
     

 

This process cannot be started if the mix in the hopper is below the medium level. 

Pasteurization is performed automatically every day at 2:00 (if the time is programmed in step Auto Pasto 

Time in User Programming).  

The machine is normally in Production mode; when the Pasteurization time is reached, the machine 

automatically passes from Production or Storage to Pasteurization to carry out the cycle. 

If the number of days to next washing has expired, Automatic Pasteurization is disabled. 

Warning: if spigot door is open when automatic Pasteurization starts, the machine will allow Production 

only after spigot door is closed. See Management of Pasteurization obligations. 

 

Notes: 

In case of Triple Spigot Door, see TRIPLE SPIGOT DOOR MANAGEMENT paragraph 

 

To activate Manual Pasteurization, in case of machine with Triple Spigot Door, make sure that medium levels 

of both hoppers are covered, set side 2 to Storage or Production mode and then press the key     (side 

1), and hold it for 5 seconds. Pasteurization will start on both sides.  

 

On the other hand, in case of machine with Single Spigot Door, the left and right sides are separated and 

Pasteurization can be activated from both sides independently by keeping the Pasteurization key pressed for 

at least 5 seconds. 

 

 

Warning: after Pasteurization has been running for 5 seconds, the cycle must be completed. 

If Pasteurization is not completed successfully, the machine will NOT be able to enter Production mode until a 

Pasteurization or washing cycle has been completed.  

 

The product, both in the hopper and in the cylinder, is heated to 66°C (150°F), value that can be programmed 

in steps 1500 Pasto Vasca (Pasto Hopper) and 1150 Pasto Cilindro (Pasto Cylinder). It remains at this 

temperature for 30 minutes and then it is cooled until reaching the storage temperature, which can be 

programmed in steps 1154 Cons. Cilindro (Storage Cylinder) and 1504 Cons. Vasca (Storage Hopper). 

When the procedure is finished the display shows Fine Pasto (Pasto End) along with the day and hour of 

completion, confirming that Pasteurization has been carried out successfully. 
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Beater cyclically turns inside cylinder during Heating, pause, Cooling from +66°C (150°F) to +20°C (68°F). 

Beating is continuous during cooling, from +20°C (68°F) until cylinder storage temperature is reached. 

 

If the temperature in the TEV hopper reaches the storage temperature before the temperature in the TEC 

cylinder, cooling in the cylinder becomes continuous with beater ON until the storage temperature is reached. 
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Pasteurization Graph 

 

At cycle start, cyclical heating between cylinder and hopper:  

MA+MC+EVRC 15 seconds ON and MC+EVRV 40 seconds ON. 

 

During Cooling, the cyclic operation continues until TEC=20°C:  

MA+MC+EVFC 15 seconds ON and MC+EVFV 70 seconds ON. 

 

When TEC reaches 20°C MA remains ON even when hopper is being cooled:  

MA+MC+EVFC 15 seconds ON and MC+EVFV 70 seconds ON. 

 

 

Time 

65°C66°C75°C 

30’ 

°C 

2°C 

Pasteurization 

MA+MC+EVRC 15” ON 

MC+EVRV 50” ON 

TEC= 10°C  20°C 
MA+MC+EVRC 15” ON 

MC+EVRV 40” ON 

MC+EVFC 15” ON 

MC+EVFV 70” ON 

MA+MC+EVFC 15” ON 

MC+EVFV 70” ON 
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Heating 

 

Heating is performed with “positive hysteresis” meaning that if a temperature of 66°C (150°F) is set then 

heating will be stopped at 68°C (154°F) and then restart at 66°C (150°F). 

To skip Heating and the 30-minute pause, press Storage  for about 3 seconds (after Pasteurization has 

been running for at least 5 seconds). This will cause the machine to move directly to the Cooling cycle, 

skipping both Heating and the 30-minute pause. 

 

Once Pasteurization mode is activated the display shows the following: 

     Heating  
 Do Not Serve! 

   Riscaldamento 
  Non Servire! 

     

 

The first line (top) of this window shows the following: 

Riscaldamento (Heating): i.e. heating stage of Pasteurization. 

 

The second line will read: 

Non Servire! (Do Not Serve!): that indicates not to serve the product at this stage. 

 

Press Pasteurization  to go to the various pages below: 

 

 Hopper    +023°C    
Cylinder  -013°C 

 Vasca     +023°C    
Cilindro  -013°C 

     TEV 
          TEC   

 

 

The first line (top) of this window shows the temperature in the Hopper (TEV) and the second line the 

temperature of the Cylinder (TEC).  

:  The arrow indicates which part is heated (hopper or cylinder) 
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By pressing Pasteurization : 
 
 TEV+066  TGV +070   

TEC+067   TE  +068 
 TEV+066   TGV +070   

TEC+067   TE  +068 
  TEV     TGV 
  TEC     TE 

 

This window shows the probe temperatures. 

TEV  = Hopper Temperature Probe  

TEC  = Cylinder Temperature Probe  

TGV  = Hopper Evaporator Temperature Probe  

TE   = Cylinder Evaporator Temperature Probe  

 

 

By pressing Pasteurization : 
 
 TOC+057   TIMC +022 

TAMB+024  TOMC +022 
 TOC+057   TIMC +022 

TAMB+024  TOMC +022 
  TOC    TIMC   
  TAMB   TOMC 

 

In this window the display shows the various probes (no °C or °F indication) with the corresponding set 

temperature: 

TOC = Condenser Output Temperature Probe 

TIMC = Compressor Inlet Temperature Probe 

TAMB = Ambient Temperature Probe 

TOMC = Condenser Output Temperature Probe 

 

Press Pasteurization  to go back to the initial page. 

 

During Heating cycle, the compressor alternately heats the cylinder and the hopper. 

Indicatively, the default heating times are 15 seconds for the cylinders and 40 seconds for the hopper. 

 

 

ENABLED OUTPUTS 

At the start MP is activated for 30 seconds (fixed) while MMV works through the full cycle. 

During Cylinder Heating,the following are activated: MA, MC, EVRC for 15 seconds (see table below). 

During Hopper Heating, the following are activated: MC, EVRV for 40 seconds (see table below). 

If the hopper reaches the Pasteurization temperature before the cylinder, the mixing in the cylinder becomes 

continuous. 
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The following checks are then carried out: 

 

If TEV < TEC  of >= 4°C ON EVRV 56”  /    ON EVRC 15”  +16” at EVRV 

If TEV < TEC  of >=3°C  and  <4°C ON EVRV 48”    /    ON EVRC 15”  +8” at EVRV 

If TEV < TEC  of >=2°C  and <3°C ON EVRV 44”    /    ON EVRC 15”  +4” at EVRV 

If TEV < TEC  of >=1°C  and <2°C ON EVRV 42”    /    ON EVRC 15”  +2” at EVRV 

 

To be understood as an increase in the hopper heating time when the hopper heats up more slowly than the 

cylinder. 

 

Delta TGV-TEV 

(Al. Heat.Exchange) 

 

The Heat Exchange Alarm will be triggered in the following cases: 

- the TEV and TGV probes must not be under alarm 

- the machine is either in the Heating step or in the Pasteurization Pause step 

 

In Pasteurization Heating mode, if the TGV temperature becomes > than the TEV temperature by the value 

programmed in step (3250 Delta TGV-TEV), the display shows "Al. Scambio Termico (Al.Heat.Exchange) 

and the heating is deactivated and will be reactivated when the TGV-TEV difference drops below the DELTA 

TGV-TEV value by 5°C. 

The machine will anyway remain in Heating mode. 

Check the driving belt or verify that the rotor is properly positioned. 
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Pause 

 

To skip the 30-minute pause after reaching 66°C (150°F), press Storage  for 3 seconds; in this way the 

machine will directly move to Cooling cycle, without the 30-minute pause.  

 

   Heating Pause 
  Do Not Serve! 

 Pausa Riscaldamento  
   Non Servire! 

     

 

The first line (top) of this window shows the following: 

Pausa Riscaldamento (Heating Pause) i.e. the Pause phase (or interruption) of Pasteurization. 

 

The second line will read: 

Non Servire! (Do Not Serve!)  that indicates not to serve the product at this stage. 

 

 

Press Pasteurization  to go to the various pages: 

 
 
 

   Pause Time  
    30:00:00 

   Tempo Pausa 
     30:00:00 

 

 

In this window the decreasing pause Time is displayed. 

 
 

By pressing Pasteurization : 

 
 Hopper    +065°C    

Cylinder  +066°C 
 Vasca     +065°C    

Cilindro  +066°C 
     TEV 
          TEC   

 
The first line (top) of this window shows the temperature in the Hopper (TEV) and the second line the 

temperature of the Cylinder (TEC).  

:  The arrow indicates which part is heated. 
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By pressing Pasteurization : 

 

 TEV +066  TGV +070  
TEC +067  TE  +068 

 TEV +066  TGV +070   
TEC +067  TE  +068 

  TEV     TGV 
  TEC     TE 

 

This window shows the probe temperatures. 

TEV  = Hopper Temperature Probe  

TEC  = Cylinder Temperature Probe  

TGV  = Hopper Evaporator Temperature Probe  

TE   = Cylinder Evaporator Temperature Probe  

 
 
 

By pressing Pasteurization : 

 

 TOC  +057  TIMC +022 
TAMB +024  TOMC +022 

 TOC  +057  TIMC +022 
TAMB +024  TOMC +022 

  TOC    TIMC 
  TAMB   TOMC 

 

 

This window shows the probe temperatures: 

TOC = Condenser Output Temperature Probe 

TIMC = Compressor Inlet Temperature Probe 

TAMB = Ambient Temperature Probe 

TOMC = Condenser Output Temperature Probe 

 

Press Pasteurization  to go back to the initial page. 
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Enabled outputs 

 

MMV runs throughout the full cycle. 

If the Pasteurization temperature is reached in the cylinder and hopper, MMV is always working and MA runs 

for 15 seconds and then stops for 2 minutes, values that can be programmed in steps 1166 MA Cicl. ON Pausa 

(MA Cyclic ON Pause) and 1168 MA Cicl. OFF Pausa (MA Cyclic OFF Pause), until the pause time has passed. 

If the cylinder has to be heated during the Pasteurization pause, MA is activated (always ON) along with MC 

and EVRC. 

 

If only the hopper requires heating during the Pasteurization pause, MC and EVRV will be activated. 

 

If cylinder and hopper need to be heated at the same time during the Pasteurization pause, the heating will 

be performed cyclically: MA, MC and EVRC for 15 seconds and MC and EVRV for 40 seconds (the ON-OFF 

times of the previous table are still valid with reference to TEC and TEV temperatures). 

 

 

 

 

In the case of a Triple Spigot Door, if one side finishes the pause before the other, it will wait to activate 

cooling until both sides have finished the pause. 
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Cooling 

 

Initially, only MV is activated at maximum speed for 1 minute. 

Then the product is cooled down to the hopper and cylinder Storage temperature  

1154 Cons. Cilindro (Storage Cylinder) and 1504 Cons. Vasca (Storage Hopper). 

 

      Cooling  
  Do Not Serve! 

  Raffreddamento 
 Non Servire! 

     

 

The first line (top) of this window shows the following: 

Raffreddamento (Cooling): i.e. cooling step in Pasteurization. 

 

The second line will read: 

Non Servire! (Do Not Serve!) : that indicates not to serve the product at this stage. 

 

Press Pasteurization  to go to the various pages below: 

 Hopper    +065°C    
Cylinder  +066°C 

 Vasca     +065°C    
Cilindro  +066°C 

     TEV 
          TEC   

 

The first line (top) of this window shows the temperature in the Hopper (TEV) and the second line the 

temperature of the Cylinder (TEC).  

:  The arrow indicates what is actually cooled. 

 

 

By pressing Pasteurization : 

 TEV +066  TGV +070  
TEC +067  TE  +068 

 TEV +066  TGV +070   
TEC +067  TE  +068 

  TEV     TGV 
  TEC     TE 

 

This window shows the probe temperatures. 

TEV  = Hopper Temperature Probe  

TEC  = Cylinder Temperature Probe  

TGV  = Hopper Evaporator Temperature Probe  

TE   = Cylinder Evaporator Temperature Probe  
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By pressing Pasteurization : 

 TOC  +057  TIMC +022 
TAMB +024  TOMC +022 

 TOC  +057  TIMC +022 
TAMB +024  TOMC +022 

 TOC    TIMC 
 TAMB   TOMC 

 

 

This window shows the probe temperatures: 

TOC = Condenser Output Temperature Probe 

TIMC = Compressor Inlet Temperature Probe 

TAMB = Ambient Temperature Probe 

TOMC = Condenser Output Temperature Probe 

 

Press Pasteurization to go back to the initial page. 

 

 
 

Enabled outputs 

 

MMV runs throughout the full cycle until TEV reaches Storage temperature. 

During Cylinder Cooling, the following are activated: MA, MC, EVFC, MV for 15 seconds (see table). 

During Hopper Cooling the following are activated: MC, EVFV, MV for 70 seconds (see table). 
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When both sides reach the cooling set, the machine switches to Storage displaying  Fine Pasto (Pasto End) 

with relative date and time. 

      Pasto End  
23-09-2021  11:17:50 

     Fine Pasto  
23-09-2021  11:17:50 

     

 

The first line (top) of this window shows the following: 

Fine Pasto (Pasto End)  

i.e. the machine sets to Storage mode. 

 

The second line will read: 

- Pasteurization cycle end date and time 

 

 
 

Enabled outputs 

 

Once the Storage temperature has been reached, if the hopper requires cooling MMV is activated for the 

duration of the cooling (in parallel with EVFV). 

During Cylinder Cooling, the following are activated: MA, MC, EVFC, MV. 

During Hopper Cooling the following are activated: MC, EVFV, MV. 

 

 

When TGV reaches a value lower than/equal to –18°C (–0.4°F) step 1512 Antig. Vasca (Hopper Defrost), 

EVRV is activated (and EVFV remains active).  

The display shows an Up arrow.  

When TGV increases by the value programmed in step 1514 Ist. Antig. Vasca (Hyst. Hopper Defrost), EVRV is 

disabled. 
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Management of Pasteurization Obligations 
 

For Self Pasteurizing machine with Automatic Pasteurization function 

Event Alarm Effect 

25 hours after the start 

time of the last 

successful 

pasteurization. 

Ultima Pasto >25 h 

(Last Pasteur >25h) 

Production block, solved by washing or pasteurizing. 

Access allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization functions. 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization. 

The machine does NOT automatically switch from Storage 

to Pasteurization  

 

Pasteurization exceeds 

the expected times:  

90’ heating,  

30’ pause,  

120’ cooling. 

The duration of the 

phases is counted 

globally (hopper + 

cylinder) 

 

Risc. Pasto >90'  

(Past. Heat >90') 

or  

Raff. Pasto >120'  

(Past. Cooling >120') 

 

Production block, solved by washing or pasteurizing. 

Access is allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization 

functions. 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization. 

 

The alarm remains on the display until the user resets it. 

If a subsequent pasteurization starts in the meantime, the 

alarm resets automatically. 

 

Power On with 

temperature > 5°C and 

Power Off management 

table check failed, with 

machine previously in 

Prod, Stor, Stop 

(machine loaded) or 

Clean (machine loaded) 

or 

Machine loaded that 

remains in Stop or 

Cleaning mode for a 

period of time that 

exceeds the ranges 

allowed by the Power 

Off management table 

(below) 

 

Conserv. Fallita  

(Storage Failed) 

Production block, solved by washing or pasteurizing. 

Access is allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization 

functions. 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization. 

 

Power On with machine 

previously in Heating 

No alarm Production block that can be solved by ending the 

Pasteurization cycle. 
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mode or Pasteurization 

pause 

 

Pasteurization automatically restarts from heating (even if 

it was already in Pause). 

 

Power On with machine 

previously in 

Pasteurization cooling 

with temperature < 5°C 

or Power Off 

management table 

(below) check 

successfully completed 

 

 

No alarm Production block that can be solved by ending the 

Pasteurization cycle. 

Pasteurization starts with cooling. 

 

Power On with the 

machine previously in 

Pasteurization cooling 

mode with temperature 

> 5°C and Power Off 

management table 

(below) check failed 

 

No alarm Production block that can be solved by ending the 

Pasteurization cycle. 

Pasteurization starts again from the beginning (Heating). 

 

Pasteurization is 

interrupted voluntarily 

by the operator by 

pressing the Stop key 

 

Pasto Interrotta 

(Pasteur Stopped) 

Production block, solved by washing or pasteurizing. 

Access is allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization 

functions. 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization. 

 

Pasteurization is 

interrupted due to an 

alarm that sets the 

machine into Stop or 

Storage mode. 

 

Pasto Fallita 

(Pasteur Failed) 

Production block, solved by washing or pasteurizing. 

Access is allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization 

functions. 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization. 

 

Pasteurization is not 

carried out at the 

programmed time 

(machine with 

uncovered levels or 

machine in Stop) 

Or 

Mancata Pasto 

(Missed Pasteur) 

Production block, solved by washing or pasteurizing. 

Access allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization functions 

(but from Storage, if access is allowed to Pasteurization and 

if the 25h alarm has not yet occurred, the switch to 

Pasteurization is forced). 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization (if 

Pasteurization cannot be accessed, it forces Storage) 
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The machine was off at 

automatic pasteurization 

time 

 

Machine loaded in Stop 

mode for 24 hours, 

regardless of 

temperature 

 

Lavare Oggi 

(Wash Today) 

Production block, solved by washing. 

Access allowed to the Storage function. 
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For Self Pasteurizing machine without Automatic Pasteurization function 

 

Event Alarm Effect 

25 hours after the start 

time of the last 

successful 

pasteurization. 

 

Ultima Pasto >25 h 

(Last Pasteur >25h) 

No Production blocks. 

Access is allowed to any function. 

 

As far as the other conditions are concerned, they are quite similar to the Self Pasteurizing machine with 

Automatic Pasteurization. 
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For non-Self pasteurizing machine 

 

Event Alarm Effect 

Power On with 

temperature > 5°C and 

time/temperature table 

check failed, with 

machine previously in 

Prod, Stor, Stop 

(machine loaded) or 

Clean (machine loaded) 

 

Machine loaded that 

remains in Stop or 

Cleaning mode for a 

period of time that 

exceeds the ranges 

allowed by the Power 

Off management table 

(below) 

Lavare Oggi 

(Wash Today) 

Production block, solved by washing. 

Access allowed to the Storage function. 

The Production key is disabled. 

Machine loaded in Stop 

mode for 24 hours, 

regardless of 

temperature 

 

Lavare Oggi 

(Wash Today) 

Production block, solved by washing. 

Access allowed to the Storage function. 

The Production key is disabled. 

 

 

Power Off Management Table 

 

TEV Temperature 

 

Power Off time must NOT exceed: 

68°C    50°C 30 min 

49°C    15°C 10 min 

14°C   10°C 20 min 

9°C    4°C 2 ore 
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STORAGE  

 
   

 

The Storage function serves to bring the product in both the hopper and the cylinder to the temperature of 

4°C (39.2°F), programmable in steps: 

1154 Cons. Cilindro (Storage Cylinder) and 1504 Cons. Vasca (Storage Hopper). 

 

As far as the hopper is concerned, storage is controlled by TEV probe while TEC probe manages the cylinder. 

Every time the machine is set to Storage mode, the temperature values of TEC (temperature inside cylinder) 

and TEV (temperature inside hopper) probes are read. 

Storage is cyclical.  

By cooling the hopper, EVFV + MC + MV are activated for 70 seconds 

By cooling the cylinder, MA + MC + EVFC + MV are activated for 15 seconds. 

 

Once Storage mode is activated the display shows: 

 

 Hopper    +015°C     
Cylinder  +012°C 

 Vasca     +015°C    
Cilindro  +012°C 

     TEV 
          TEC    

 

The first line (top) of this window shows the temperature in the Hopper (TEV) and the second line the 

temperature of the Cylinder (TEC).  

:  The arrow indicates what is actually cooled. 

 

 

Press Storage  to go to the various pages below: 

 TEV +066   TGV +070  
TEC +067   TE  +068 

 TEV +066   TGV +070  
TEC +067   TE  +068 

  TEV     TGV 
  TEC     TE 

 
This window shows the probe temperatures. 

TEV  = Hopper Temperature Probe  

TEC  = Cylinder Temperature Probe  

TGV  = Hopper Evaporator Temperature Probe  

TE   = Cylinder Evaporator Temperature Probe  
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By pressing Storage : 

 TOC  +057  TIMC +022 
TAMB +022  TOMC +022 

 TOC  +057  TIMC +022 
TAMB +022  TOMC +022 

  TOC    TIMC   
  TAMB   TOMC 

 

 

This window shows the probe temperatures: 

TOC = Condenser Output Temperature Probe 

TIMC = Compressor Inlet Temperature Probe 

TAMB = Ambient Temperature Probe 

TOMC = Condenser Output Temperature Probe 

 

Press Storage  to go back to the initial page. 

 

 

Enabled outputs 

 

MMV runs during hopper cooling until TEV reaches Storage temperature. Once the MMV storage set has 
been reached, it continues running for a time set in step 1538 Rit. Mixer Vasca (Delay Hopper Mixer). 
 

During Cylinder Cooling, the following are activated: MA, MC, EVFC, MV for 15 seconds. 

During Hopper Cooling the following are activated: MC, EVFV, MV for 70 seconds.  

 

 

 

Hopper beating 

 

In Storage, MMV activates any time hopper cooling is active.  

Moreover, even if hopper cooling is not active, MMV will be activated cyclically, according to On time (in 

seconds) and Off time (in minutes) as respectively set in steps 1542 MMV ciclico ON (Cyclic MMV ON) and 

1544 MMV ciclico OFF (Cyclic MMV OFF) 
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CLEANING  

 
 

 

In this function MA and MP are activated for 30 seconds, then the machine automatically switches back to 

Stop, so as to prevent excessive wear of cylinders and pumps. 

Once Cleaning mode is activated, the display shows the following: 

 

 HoT=0058  TEC+014 
Beater + Pump ON 

 HoT=0058  TEC+014 
Agitat. + Pompa ON 

   HoT       TEC 

 

In this window, the first line at the top shows HoT and TEC 

The second line shows which outputs are active: 

Beater and pump will be activated for 30 seconds. 

 

 

Press Cleaning  to go to the menus listed below: 

 HoT=0058  TEC+014 
Pump ON 

 HoT=0058  TEC+014 
Pompa ON 

   HoT   TEC 
    

 

The first line (top) of this window shows the following: HOT and TEC. 

MA is disabled and only MP remains for 30 seconds. 

 

 

Press Cleaning  again to reactivate MA. 

 HoT=0058  TEC+014 
Beater ON 

 HoT=0058  TEC+014 
Agitatore ON 

   HoT   TEC                
    

 

The first line (top) of this window shows the following: HOT and TEC. 

MP is disabled and only MPA remains for 3 minutes. 
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Press Cleaning  again to switch to Heated Cleaning: 

 

 

 HoT=0058  TEC+014 
Beater + Heating 

 HoT=0058  TEC+014 
Agitat. + Riscald. 

    HoT      TEC 

 

The first line (top) of the display shows: HOT and TEC. 

MA and MC+EVRC are activated up to the value set in step 1206 Set TEC Pulizia (Set TEC Cleaning), then 

STOP mode is set. 

After a maximum time of 20 minutes the machine sets to Stop mode anyway. 

The machine sets to Stop mode if TEC probe is faulty. 

 

Press Cleaning  again to return to the initial display. 
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GIORNI LAVAGGIO WASH DAYS 

 

 

During production, the first page shows the number of days until the next required washing: 

 

    Do Not Serve! 
W-0014    T=+004°C    

    Non Servire! 
L-0014    T=+004°C    

 

 

The second line shows the number of days until the next washing. In the example above there are still 14 

days to the machine wash.  

 

When the scheduled wash day arrives, Production is inhibited and the machine will not accept that function. 

The display shows: 

 

   08:10:05 Wed 
   Wash Today  

   08:10:05 Mer 
   Lavare Oggi 

 

 

To reset the number of days to the programmed value: 

1018 Giorni Lavaggio (Wash Days) 

1038 Giorni Lavaggio Frutta (Wash Days Fruit) 

1058 Giorni Lavaggio Yogurt (Wash Days Yogurt) 

 

 It is therefore necessary to wash the machine by removing and putting back the spigot door with the 

machine on (or disconnecting and reconnecting IMS), otherwise the alarm will not be reset.  

 

 

Note 

The Wash day decreases 24 hours after the spigot door is closed.  

 

The days until next washing are automatically set according to the selected cycle (Fruit, Dairy or Yogurt).  

In the Fruit cycles the mandatory pasteurization conditions are deactivated. 

If a Fruit cycle is set, which has fewer days until the next washing than a Dairy cycle, and then Dairy is 

restored, the days until the next washing do not increase, but remain at the lower value of the 2 selected 

cycles. 
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DISPLAY CLEANING 

(Keyboard lock) 
        

 

 

 

By pressing the Cleaning key  from any function mode for 3 seconds all keys are disabled and the 

Cleaning led flashes. 

This allows cleaning the capacitive keyboard without triggering accidental function changes. 

The machine does not quit the current function. 

To unlock the keyboard, press the Cleaning key  again for 3”. 
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MV MODULATION (Fan motor for air-cooled versions) 

Automatic MV management - step 3124 Modo MV (MV Mode) 
 
This step allows choosing the MV management mode. The values are as follows: 

 
3124 MV mode  

 
= 0: Silent 
 

Like mode 5, the speed of MV depends on TOC, but it is slower for 
MV to be quieter. 
 

= 1: Manual mode 1 
 

40 % of PWM value controlling MV 

= 2: Manual mode 2 
 

60 % of PWM value controlling MV 

= 3: Manual mode 3 
 

80 % of PWM value controlling MV 

= 4: Manual mode 4 
 

100 % of PWM value controlling MV 

=5: Max Production 
 

The speed of MV is adjusted according to the value of the TOC 
probe; the more the value read by the TOC increases, the more the 
MV accelerates. 
 

 
Pasto Cooling 
Step 3124 = 0 or 5: MV runs at full speed until TEV reaches 55°C then it modulates with TOC.  
Step 3124 = 1, 2, 3 or 4: MV runs at full speed  
 
Production and Storage 
Step 3124 = 0 or 5: MV modulates with TOC.  
Step 3124 = 1, 2, 3 or 4: MV runs at the fixed speed set in steps 1, 2, 3, 4.   
 
Notes 
If the TOC probe is faulty and the selected mode is Max Production or Silent, MV management becomes 
Manual Mode 3. 
 
The fans are always operated at maximum speed: 

- If a PR has been triggered, up to one minute after it has been reset. 

- In Pasteurization, for 1 minute during the first cooling phase before activating the compressor, and until the 

TEV falls below 55°C or for the entire duration of cooling if the TOC probe is faulty. 

 

During cooling, modulation is stopped (the fans maintain their current speed) every time the hot gas (EVRV 

or EVRC) is activated until 30 seconds after it is turned off. 
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TRIPLE SPIGOT DOOR MANAGEMENT 

 
The machine recognizes the insertion of the Triple Spigot Door by the presence of MIR3 and IMT.  

If MIR3 or IMT are not detected, the machine is set to single spigot doors. The evaluation is taken after every 

IMS trip (spigot open) or after a Power Off. 

 

Any time the machine detects MIR3 or IMT, it will immediately set itself as triple spigot door operation. 

The following controls are activated in this case. 

 
Side Ready condition:  No alarms, medium level covered, side ON not in Stop.  

Side Not Ready condition:  Alarm preventing Pasto, Stop, medium level uncovered, side OFF. 

 

The recognition of the Triple Spigot Door defines that the Auto Pasto Time evaluated (and related 

programmed pasteurization activation) will be only on Side1 and will be started simultaneously on both 

sides. 

 

Event 

 

Lato1 Lato2 Effect 

Auto Pasto Time is 

activated (based on the 

time set on Side1). 

 

Ready  

 

Ready Pasto is automatically activated on both sides.  

Auto Pasto Time is 

activated (based on the 

time set on Side1). 

  

Ready  

 

Not ready The machine sets to Storage mode on both 

sides waiting for the change to Ready status on 

Side2. 

When Side2 becomes Ready, Pasto is started 

automatically. 

 

Auto Pasto Time is 

activated (based on the 

time set on Side1). 

 

Not ready  Ready  

 

The machine sets to Storage mode on both 

sides waiting for the change to Ready status on 

Side1. 

When Side1 becomes Ready, Pasto is started 

automatically. 
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Auto Pasto Time is 

activated (based on the 

time set on Side1). 

 

Not ready  Not ready  The machine sets to Storage mode on both 

sides waiting for the Ready status. 

When the status changes to Ready, Pasto is 

started automatically. 

 

Pasteurization started 

 

Ready  

 

Not ready 

* 

 

If one of the 2 sides is interrupted during Pasto 

(in Stop mode due to an alarm or Stop button 

pressed), the other side will set to Storage 

mode and the display will indicate Pasteur 

Stopped or Pasteur Failed.  

As soon as the other side resets the alarm 

(Pasteur Stopped/Pasteur Failed), if any, and 

the operator reactivates Production or Pasto, 

the 2 sides automatically switch to Pasto. 

 

* Except when the mix drops below the 

medium level, in this case Pasto continues in a 

standard way.  

If, instead, the mix drops below the low level 

during Pasto, Pasto is quit with relevant level 

alarm.  

 

Pasteurization started 

 

Not ready 

* 

 

  

Ready  

 

If one of the 2 sides is interrupted during Pasto 

(in Stop mode due to an alarm or Stop button 

pressed), the other side will set to Storage 

mode and the display will indicate Pasteur 

Stopped or Pasteur Failed.  

As soon as the other side resets the alarm 

(Pasteur Stopped/Pasteur Failed), if any, and 

the operator reactivates Production or Pasto, 

the 2 sides automatically switch to Pasto. 

 

* Except when the mix drops below the 

medium level, in this case Pasto continues in a 

standard way.  
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If, instead, the mix drops below the low level 

during Pasto, Pasto is quit with relevant level 

alarm.  

 

Pasteurization started 

 

Pasto 

completed 

(Wait) 

Pasto 

 

If one of the 2 sides completes Pasto, it will 

wait for the other before signaling the Pasto 

End. 

Message Attendi Altro Lato (Wait Other Side) 

 

Manual Pasteurization  

 

 

Pasto Production 

or Storage 

Pasto can be started from both sides. 

Side2 sets to Pasto like Side1 if it was in 

Production or Storage mode. 

 

Manual Pasteurization  

 

 

Pasto Stop  Side1 sets to Storage mode waiting for the 

ready status of Side2. 

When ready, the machine remains in the same 

function until Pasteurization is pressed to start 

it manually on both sides. 

 

Product change  

 

 

Dairy Dairy 

Fruit  

A product change on one side means that the 

first expiry date of the days until the next 

washing will apply to both sides (whichever is 

less). 

  

Mandatory Pasto 

 

 

any any If mandatory pasteurization is established on 

one side (1 hour in stop mode with covered 

levels or time/temperature conditions not met 

after a Power Off), the obligation extends to 

the other side. 

The message that appears on side2 in the 

user/information menu is Su Altro Lato (On 

Other Side). 

 

Mandatory Washing 

 

any any If mandatory washing is established on one 

side, the obligation extends to the other side. 
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 The days until the next washing are decreased 

only on Side1. 

The message that appears on side2 in the 

user/information menu is Su Altro Lato (On 

Other Side). 

 

Skipping Heating and 

Pause 

 

 

Pasto  Pasto To skip Heating and the 30-minute pause, 

press Storage  for about 3 seconds on the 

relevant Side. 

 

 

 
 
 

When the machine is in Pasteurization in triple spigot door configuration, the side that first reaches the Storage 

set will display: 

 

  Wait other side 
 10:17:50 Mon 

  Attesa Altro Lato 
  10:17:50 Mon 
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COMPRESSOR FREQUENCY MODULATION MANAGEMENT (single-phase machines) 

 
 

For single-phase models only, the compressor is controlled by an inverter. 

 

Initial phase - MC start 

In the first 10 seconds after MC start, the MC frequency varies according to the TAMB probe reading. 

 

Second phase - MC started 

The working range of the MC frequency is 40-70Hz.  

When conditions allow, MC is activated at 70 Hz.  

The maximum frequency can be limited according to the temperature of TOC and TGV. 

 

The inverter current is read and modulated so that the limit value of 11A is not exceeded. 
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ALARMS 

 

The machine signals possible alarms by showing them on the display and making the backlight flash. 

If an alarm was triggered and then reset, the alarm remains visible on the display and backlight stops flashing 

(steady on). 

To reset the alarm message, press the Storage/Reset key  to reset one alarm at a time if more than one 

alarm has been issued, while Stop resets them all at once.  

If the alarm is still active, it will be shown again on the display after a certain time that varies according to the 

severity of the alarm itself. 

 

The machine can be used in Production even if there is an active alarm, except in the case of critical alarms. 

In this latter case, press STOP and do not use the machine until the machine is repaired. 

 

The table below shows the list of alarms: 

ALARM DESCRIPTION 

Aggiungere Mix 

(Add Mix) 

 

 

The display indicates Add Mix when the mix in the hopper is below the 

MEDIUM level.  

An intermittent sound will also be emitted (only if the step 9032 Level 

Beep Enable in the User Programming is set to Yes) and the machine is not 

in Stop mode.   

 

Corrective actions: add mix 

 

Al. EVRV-No Pasto 

(EVRV Alarm-No Pasto) 

In the Production or Storage or Pasto Cooling functions, if during hopper 

defrost the TGV does not reach the defrost set + hysteresis within 2 

minutes, the display shows the alarm Al. EVRV-No Pasto 

(EVRV Alarm-No Pasto) and no further access to Pasteurization is allowed.  

The machine will remain in the current mode. 

The alarm is reset by turning the machine off and on again. 

 

Corrective actions: check EVRV  

 

Al. Ghiaccio Cil. 

(Al. Ice Cylinder) 

Ice cylinder read by TE probe.  

During Production, when TE drops below the value set in step 1146 

Ghiaccio Cilindro (Ice Cylinder), the machine switches  
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to the reached HoT mode and stores the alarm Al. Ghiaccio Cil. (Al. Ice 

Cylinder) in the event log.  

The display shows Gelato Pronto! (Sundae Ready!). 
 

 

Corrective actions: this alarm might be caused by an insufficient feeding 

to the cylinder.  Check pump efficiency.  

Also check for excessive scraper wear. 

 

Al.Scambio Termico 

(Al.Heat.Exchange) 

During Heating and Pasteurization Pause, if the TGV temperature becomes 

> than the TEV temperature by the value programmed in step (3250 Delta 

TGV-TEV), the display shows Al. Scambio Termico (Al.Heat.Exchange) and 

the heating is deactivated and will be reactivated when the TGV-TEV 

difference falls below the Delta TGV-TEV value. 

The machine will anyway remain in Heating mode. 

 

Corrective actions: Check the driving belt or verify that the rotor is properly 

positioned. 

 

Al. Sonda TAMB CA 

(Alarm Probe TAMB OC) 

Al. Sonda TAMB CC 

(Alarm Probe TAMB SC) 

 

TAMB probe alarm CA = interruption or CC = short-circuit. 

The machine allows any function. 

 

Corrective actions: replace probe 

Al. Sonda TE CA 

(Alarm Probe TE OC) 

Al. Sonda TE CC 

(Alarm Probe TE SC) 

 

TE probe alarm CA = interruption or CC = short-circuit. 

The machine allows any function. 

 

Corrective actions: replace probe 

Al. Sonda TEC CA 

(Alarm Probe TEC OC) 

Al. Sonda TEC CC 

(Alarm Probe TEC SC) 

 

TEC probe alarm CA = interruption or CC = short-circuit. 

The machine allows Production and Cleaning functions (not Heated 

Cleaning). 

 

Corrective actions: replace probe 

Al. Sonda TEV CA 

(Alarm Probe TEV OC) 

TEV probe alarm CA = interruption or CC = short-circuit. 

The machine allows Cleaning and Heated Cleaning functions. 
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Al. Sonda TEV CC 

(Alarm Probe TEV SC) 

 

 

Corrective actions: replace probe 

Al. Sonda TGV CA 

(Alarm Probe TGV OC) 

Al. Sonda TGV CC 

(Alarm Probe TGV SC) 

 

TGV probe alarm CA = interruption or CC = short-circuit. 

If Pasteurization is activated, it can be completed but does not allow a new 

Pasteurization. 

The other functions are allowed. 

 

Corrective actions: replace probe 

 

Al. Sonda TIMC CA 

(Alarm Probe TIMC OC) 

Al. Sonda TIMC CC 

(Alarm Probe TIMC SC) 

 

TIMC probe alarm CA = interruption or CC = short-circuit. 

The machine allows any function. 

 

Corrective actions: replace probe 

Al. Sonda TOC CA 

(Alarm Probe TOC OC) 

Al. Sonda TOC CC 

(Alarm Probe TOC SC) 

 

TOC probe alarm CA = interruption or CC = short-circuit. 

The machine allows any function. 

 

Corrective actions: replace probe 

Al. Sonda TOMC CA 

(Alarm Probe TOMC OC) 

Al. Sonda TOMC CC 

(Alarm Probe TOMC SC) 

 

TOMC probe alarm CA = interruption or CC = short-circuit. 

The machine allows any function. 

 

Corrective actions: replace probe 

Allarme TESC  

(TESC Alarm) 

 

Cylinder safety thermostat tripped. 

The machine switches to Stop. 

 

Corrective actions: Check that the cylinder is loaded and the TEC probe 

reading is correct 

 

Allarme TESV  

(TESV Alarm) 

 

Hopper safety thermostat tripped. 

The machine switches to Stop. 

 

Corrective actions: Check the correct TEV probe reading 
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Autosetup Tecnico  

(Autosetup Tech) 

 

An Autosetup Tech was performed. 

The message is saved only in the event log.  

Autosetup Utente  

(Autosetup User) 

 

An Autosetup User was performed. 

The message is saved only in the event log. 

Can-Bus Non Connesso 

(Can-Bus Not Connect) 

 

Can-Bus communication has been interrupted.  

 

Corrective actions: Check the wiring 

 

Caricamento Param. 

(Upload Parameters) 

Event generated after loading parameters (programming table) from USB. 

 

Coni Esauriti 

(No More Cones) 

In Production mode, when there is no mix and the machine is in reserve 

(low level on), it is possible to dispense only the number of cones set in 

step 1114 Ultimi Coni (Last Cones). 

Once the set cones have been used up, the display will show the message 

Coni Esauriti 

(No More Cones) and the machine will automatically set to Storage mode. 

 

Corrective actions: Fill hopper with mix 

 

Conserv. Fallita 

(Storage Failed) 

The alarm is displayed in one of the following 2 conditions: 

- Power On with temperature > 5°C and time/temperature table check 

failed, with machine previously in Production, Storage, Stop (machine 

loaded) or Cleaning (machine loaded) 

or 

- Machine loaded that remains in Stop or Cleaning mode for a period of 

time that exceeds the ranges allowed by the time/temperature table. 

Access is allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization functions. 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization. 

 

Corrective actions: solved by washing or pasteurizing. 

 

Err. Inv. Agit. The display shows Inv. Beater Fault with any alarm due to Beater Inverter. 
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(Inv. Beater Fault)  

Corrective actions: Check the inverter display to identify the cause. 

 

Err. Inv. Compr. 

(Inv. Compr. Fault) 

 

The display shows Inv. Compr. Fault with any alarm due to the Compressor 

Inverter (if any). 

 

Corrective actions: Check the MC inverter - control unit communication 

cable and any alarms on the inverter display. 

 

Err.Com.Inv.Agit. 

(Inv.Beat.Com.Error) 

The display indicates Inv.Beat.Com.Error with a communication alarm 

from the Inverter. 

 

Corrective actions: Check the MA inverter - control unit communication 

cable and any alarms on the inverter display. 

 

Errore Can-Bus 

(Error Can-Bus) 

Communication on the Can-Bus has been interrupted due to one of the 

following causes: 

- CAN BUS short circuit (CAN-H, CAN-L) 

- One of the two wires is disconnected or poorly connected 

- No terminating resistor 

- Inadequate number of resistors 

 

Corrective actions: Check the wiring of the cable between the control unit 

and the keyboard. Check that the boards (CB1 and ADP) are correctly 

powered. Check the DIP SW1 setting on CB1 (from the wiring diagram). 

 

Fine Pasto 

(Pasto End) 

Pasteurization end.  

Only informative message recorded in the event log. 

 

HoT Basso Agit.  

(Beater Low HoT) 

During all the phases in which the beater motor is activated, the 

absorption is checked and if an unsuitable value is read, it generates the 

relevant alarm HoT Basso Agit. (Beater Low HoT). 

 

Corrective Actions: check belt or beater motor and related wiring 
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Interferenza Can-Bus 

(Can-Bus Disturbed) 

Communication on the Can-Bus is disturbed. 

- Can-Bus wiring with some faults leading to intermittent errors. Faults 

could be caused by lack of twisting, a "loose" or not "tight" connection on 

the control unit terminals, one of the two Can-Bus cables partially broken 

or making intermittent contact 

- Inadequate number of resistors (there must be 2 120 ohm resistors). It is 

possible to check that the impedance between CAN_H and CAN_L is 

between 60 and 75 ohms with a multimeter (with the machine switched 

off). 

 

Corrective actions: Check the can-bus wiring between the control unit and 

the keyboard. Check that the boards (CB1 and ADP) are correctly powered. 

 

Lavare Oggi 

(Wash Today) 

On the day the machine is to be washed the display shows Lavare Oggi 

(Wash Today). 

Once Production is quit, this function can no longer be reactivated. 

To reset the number of days to the programmed value: 

1018 Giorni Lavaggio (Wash Days) 

1038 Giorni Lavaggio Frutta (Wash Days Fruit) 

1058 Giorni Lavaggio Yogurt (Wash Days Yogurt) 

 the machine must first be washed or the spigot door must be removed 

and reinstalled (or the IMS disconnected and reconnected) with the 

machine on. 

The message may be generated also with machine left in Stop mode for 24 

hours with mix above the minimum level. 

 

Corrective actions: wash the machine 

 

Limite TE 

(TE Limit) 

During Pasteurization, when a temperature threshold programmed in step 

3246 Limite TE (TE Limit) is exceeded, Limite TE (TE Limit) is displayed and 

stored in the event log and MC and relative solenoid valves turn off.  

When the TE drops by 5°C (fixed), the alarm resets and MC and solenoid 

valves reactivate. 

The machine remains in the same function. 
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Corrective actions: Check the refrigeration system and that the MA is 

activated 

 

Limite TGV 

(TGV Limit) 

During Pasteurization, when a temperature threshold programmed in step 

3242 Limite TGV (TGV Limit) is exceeded, Limite TGV (TGV Limit) is 

displayed (if TEV<= 45°C) and MC and relative solenoid valves turn off.  

When the TGV drops by 5°C (fixed), the alarm resets and MC and solenoid 

valves reactivate. 

The machine remains in the same function. 

 

Corrective actions: Check the refrigeration system and that the MMV is 

activated 

 

Mancata Pasto 

(Missed Pasteur) 

The alarm is displayed in one of the following 2 conditions: 

- Pasteurization is not carried out at the programmed time (machine with 

uncovered levels or machine in Stop) 

Or 

- The machine was off at automatic pasteurization time 

Access allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization functions (but from 

Storage, if access is allowed to Pasteurization and if the 25h alarm has not 

yet occurred, the switch to Pasteurization is forced). 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization (if Pasteurization 

cannot be accessed, it forces Storage) 

 

Corrective actions: Production block, solved by washing or pasteurizing. 

 

Mancata Tensione 

(Power Off) 

Power Off.  

The event is logged in the event log from any function. 

 

Max Assorb. Agit.  

(Max Beater Absorb.) 

In any function with MA active, the absorption is read by the control unit. 

When this absorption exceeds a certain maximum allowed threshold for 2 

seconds, the cylinder switches to Stop mode with the alarm Max Assorb. 

Agit. (Max Beater Absorb.). 

The alarm resets on its own. 

 

Corrective actions: Check the beater and any block in the cylinder 
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Mix Esaurita  

(Mix Out) 

The display shows Mix Out when the mix is below the minimum (low) 

level.  

When the mix is below the low level and a number of cones same as/or 

higher than the value set in step 1114 Ultimi coni (Last Cones) are 

dispensed in Production mode, not only will Mix Out be displayed, but the 

machine will stay in Production mode in reached HoT condition. 

 

Non Servire! 

(Do Not Serve!) 

Under certain conditions the machine displays the message Non Servire! 

(Do not Serve!) when the product is not suitable for dispensing. 

In particular, the message may be displayed in the following cases: 

- Production (when the product has not reached the right consistency) 

- Pasteurization (the product is liquid and in some phases it is boiling hot) 

 

Corrective actions: find out the cause, if the operation is normal, wait for 

the achievement of the correct consistency or the end of Pasteurization and 

subsequent achievement of correct consistency in Production mode, 

otherwise check the relative alarm. 

 

Pasto Fallita 

(Pasteur Failed) 

Pasteurization is interrupted due to an alarm that sets the machine into 

Stop or Storage mode. 

 

Corrective actions: Production block, solved by washing or pasteurizing. 

Access is allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization functions. 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization. 

 

Pasto Interrotta 

(Pasteur Stopped) 

Pasteurization is interrupted voluntarily by the operator by pressing the 

Stop key. 

 

Corrective actions: Production block, solved by washing or pasteurizing. 

Access is allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization functions. 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization. 

 

Perche In Stop? 

(Why In Stop?) 

If the machine is left in Stop mode with mix above the minimum level, after 

30 seconds the display shows the flashing message “Perché in STOP?” 

(Why In Stop?) and there is an intermittent warning sound.  
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This warns the user to set the machine either to Production, 

Pasteurization, or Storage mode. 

 

Corrective actions: The above mentioned message will be deleted by 

entering in Production mode, having low mix level, or pressing Storage 

(Reset) key. 

 

Portello Aperto 

(Spigot Open) 

The spigot door is open or the Magnetic Safety Switch does not read the 

relevant magnet. 

If opened, it resets the Lavare Oggi (Wash Today) message. 

 

Corrective actions: Close the spigot door or check the IMS and relevant 

wiring. 

 

Portello Chiuso 

(Spigot Close) 

Spigot Close is saved whenever the spigot door is closed. 

 

Corrective actions: alarm is only for reporting  

 

Pressostato 

(Pressure Switch) 

Pressure switch tripped. 

The machine switches to Stop:  

- After a number of times programmed in step 3230 N. Allarmi PR (N. 
Alarm PR) 
- if the pressure switch contact remains open for 5 consecutive minutes 

 

Whenever the pressure switch trips, the Compressor and solenoid valves are 

disabled until the Pressure Switch contact is restored. 

If the machine was in Pasteurization mode, Pasteurization must be 

repeated.  

 

Corrective actions: Check the flow of the cooling water or of the air-cooled 

machine cooling fan. 

 

Raff. Pasto >120' 

(Past. Cooling >120') 

Pasteurization cooling exceeded 120'. 

The alarm remains on the display until the user resets it. 

Access is allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization functions. 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization. 
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Corrective actions: Production block, solved by washing or pasteurizing. 

 

Reset MMV  

(Reset MMV) 

 

- optional - 

The MMV has set to protection mode. 

The machine automatically manages a self-reset of the MMV by removing 

and then restoring voltage to it. 

 

Corrective actions: check that the MMV is free in its seat and that it comes 

on upon activation. 

 

Risc. Pasto >90'  

(Past. Heat >90') 

Pasteurization heating exceeded 90’. 

The alarm remains on the display until the user resets it. 

Access is allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization functions. 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization. 

 

Corrective actions: Production block, solved by washing or pasteurizing. 

 

Ritorno Tensione 

(Power On) 

Power on after a blackout.  

Check the Power Off table from any function.  

The event is recorded in the event log from any function and shown on the 

display. 

 

Temp. Cil. Alta  

(High Cyl. Temp.) 

 

In Production, Storage or Pasteurization mode, if TEC reaches 85°C (60°C in 

case of non-Self pasteurizing machine), the machine sets to Stop with 

alarm Temp. Cil. Alta (High Cyl. Temp.).  

The keys are disabled and only Cleaning can be accessed. When TEC is 

lower than 80°C (55°C in case of non-Self pasteurizing machine), it is 

possible to reset the message on display by pressing Storage key and 

access to the other functions is enabled again. 

 

Corrective actions: Check refrigeration system and EVRC. 

 

Temp. Vasca Alta  

(High Hop. Temp.) 

 

In Production, Storage or Pasteurization mode, if TEV reaches 85°C (60°C in 

case of non-Self pasteurizing machine), the machine sets to Stop with 

alarm Temp. Vasca Alta (High Hop. Temp.).  
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The keys are disabled and only Cleaning can be accessed. When TEV is 

lower than 80°C (55°C in case of non-Self pasteurizing machine), it is 

possible to reset the message on display by pressing Storage key and 

access to the other functions is enabled again. 

 

Corrective actions: Check refrigeration system and EVRV. 

 

Termico Compressore 

(Overload Compressor) 

Compressor Motor Overload. 

The machine switches to Stop. 

 

Corrective actions: Check for lack of phase or MC overheating  

Timeout Nodo Soft 

(Timeout Soft Node) 

It occurs when there is no communication and response on the control 

units.  

Possible causes: 

- CB1 disconnected from CAN BUS  

- Display Dipswitch defining the side in incorrect position 

- Incorrect CB1 wiring on AC5 input 

- CB1 not powered 

- CAN wiring with some faults leading to intermittent errors  

- Electromagnetic interference (Untwisted CAN cable running close to 

sources of electromagnetic noise) 

 

Timeout PRD 

(Timeout PRD) 

 

If during Production the consistency does not reach the required set within 

the amount of time set in step 1110 Timeout Produzione (Timeout 

Production), the end cycle procedure is forced anyway, as if the Set HoT 

had been reached and the Timeout PRD alarm is stored in the event log 

(no message on the display). 

If Hot Block is not reached within 10’ from the start of Production then the 

machine goes to Stop and the Timeout PRD alarm 

is displayed.  

If the Timeout PRD alarm occurs 5 times, the machine switches to Storage 

mode.  

The timer is reset at MIR and when MA is turned on. 

 

Corrective actions: Check the quantity of mix in the cylinder, the hopper 

pump, and the refrigeration system. 
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Ultima Pasto >25h 

(Last Pasteur >25h) 

25 hours have passed since the start time of the last successful 

pasteurization. 

For Self Pasteurizing machine without Automatic Pasteurization function 

No Production blocks. 

Access is allowed to any function. 

For Self Pasteurizing machine with Automatic Pasteurization function 

Access allowed to the Storage and Pasteurization functions. 

The Production key is enabled, but forces Pasteurization. 

The machine does NOT automatically switch from Storage to 

Pasteurization. 

  

Corrective actions: Production block, solved by washing or pasteurizing. 
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ALARMS and Display priority 

 
The following table shows the behavior of the various alarms displayed in the different functions. 

If several alarms have occurred at the same time, those starting from the beginning of the list are displayed. 

Finally, the columns below indicate:  

Beep: if a warning sound is emitted 

Display Flashing: if the display flashes  

Manual reset: if an alarm can be reset with Stop/Stor or if it resets automatically 

Display frequency (s): how often (time in seconds) it is displayed if not resolved 

 
Alarm / Warning Displayed in  Beep Display 

Flashin
g 

Manual  
reset 
(with key) 

Display 
frequency [s] 

Power On  Stop, Prod, Stor, Pasto NO NO YES 1 time only 
Can-Bus Not Connect Stop, Prod, Stor, Pasto, Clean YES YES YES 5 
Can-Bus Disturbed Stop, Prod, Stor, Pasto, Clean YES YES YES 5 
Error Can-Bus Stop, Prod, Stor, Pasto, Clean YES YES YES 5 
Timeout Soft Node  Stop, Prod, Stor, Pasto, Clean YES YES YES 5 
Overload Compressor Stop YES YES YES 5 
Inv.Beat.Com.Error Stop YES YES YES 5 
Inv. Beater Fault Stop YES YES YES 5 
Inv. Compr. Fault Stop YES YES YES 5 
Spigot Open Stop NO NO NO 5 
TESV Alarm Stop YES YES YES 5 
TESC Alarm Stop YES YES YES 5 
High Cyl. Temp. Stop YES YES YES 5 
High Hop. Temp. Stop YES YES YES 5 
Pressure Switch Stop YES YES YES 5 
Max Beater Absorb. Stop NO NO YES 120 
Beater Low HoT Stop, Stor NO NO YES 120 
Alarm Probe TEV OC/SC Stop YES YES YES 10 
Alarm Probe TIMC OC/SC Stop, Prod, Stor, Clean NO NO YES 10 
Alarm Probe TOMC OC/SC Stop, Prod, Stor, Clean NO NO YES 10 
TGV Limit Stop, Prod, Stor, Pasto, Clean NO NO YES 10 
TE Limit Stop, Prod, Stor, Pasto, Clean NO NO YES 10 
Al.Heat.Exchange Pasto NO NO YES 10 
Timeout PRD Stop, Stor NO NO YES 10 
Wash Today Stop, Stor, Pasto, Clean NO NO NO 10 
Mix Out Stop, Prod, Stor, Clean NO NO NO 5 
Add Mix Stop, Prod, Stor, Pasto, Clean NO NO NO 5 
Pasto End Prod, Stor NO NO YES 60 
Last Pasteur >25h Stop, Stor NO NO NO 60 
Past. Heat >90' Stop, Stor NO NO NO 3600 
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Past. Cooling >120' Stop, Stor NO NO NO 3600 
Storage Failed Stop, Stor NO NO NO 10 
Pasteur Stopped Stop, Stor NO NO NO 10 
Pasteur Failed Stop, Stor NO NO NO 10 
Missed Pasteur Stop, Stor NO NO NO 10 
EVRV Alarm-No Pasto Prod, Stor NO YES YES 600 
Alarm Probe TEC OC/SC Stop, Prod, Clean YES YES YES 10 
Alarm Probe TE OC/SC Stop, Prod, Stor, Pasto, Clean NO NO YES 60 
Alarm Probe TGV OC/SC Stop, Prod, Stor, Pasto, Clean NO NO YES 60 
Alarm Probe TOC OC/SC Stop, Prod, Stor, Pasto, Clean NO NO YES 60 
Alarm Probe TAMB OC/SC Stop, Prod, Stor, Pasto, Clean NO NO YES 60 
Al. Ice Cylinder 

     

Do Not Serve! Prod 
    

Upload Parameters 
     

Why In Stop? Stop YES YES YES 3600 
Power Off 
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USER PROGRAMMING 

 

To access the User Programming with the machine in Stop mode, press Stop and 

Decrease and keep them pressed until the display shows  

"*****Menu Utente****  (*****User Menu****** )" then release them. 

Then, the display shows some sub-menus that can be selected with the 

Increase/Decrease buttons: 

- Data    (Date) 

- Ora    (Time) 

- Allarmi   (Alarms) 

- Eventi   (Events) 

- Informazioni   (Information) 

- Linguaggio   (Language) 

- Autosetup  (Autosetup) 

- Lista Pasto   (Pasteurizations List) 

- Ora Produzione Auto  (Auto Production Time) 

- Ora Conservaz. Auto  (Auto Storage Time) 

- Ora Pastorizz. Auto  (Auto Pasto Time) 

- Parametri   (Parameters) 

 

 +  

 

 

  

To access a sub-menu, press Production (Start). 

  

In the case of sub-menus with directly editable values, an arrow will light up next to 

the value that can be modified with Increase and Decrease (the key LEDs will light up). 

In case of sub-menu such as Parameters, use the Increase and Decrease keys to scroll 

the parameters, while pressing Production (Start) lights up the arrow on the step to be 

modified, which can be edited with Increase and Decrease. 

To store the value it is necessary to switch off the arrow by pressing Production 

(Start). 

 

  

 

The exit is automatic without pressing any key after 60 seconds or by pressing the Stop 

key, which also has the function of returning to the previous menu. The Stop key also 

returns to the previous menu (back function) when navigating in sub-menus. 
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User Programming Map 
 

1. Data (Date):    Date setting. 

2. Ora (Time):     Hour setting. 

3. Allarmi (Alarms):   Display of active alarms. 

4. Eventi (Events):    Display of events. 

5. Informazioni (Information):   Display of Machine version, sw, countdown  

      for washing and for Pasteurization. 

6. Linguaggio (Language):    Language setting. 

7. Autosetup (Autosetup):    Setting of factory default values for User Parameters 

8. Lista Pasto (Pasteurizations List):  List of Pasteurizations 

9. Ora Produzione Auto (Auto Production Time):  Setting of automatic production time. 

10.  Ora Conservaz. Auto (Auto Storage Time):  Setting of automatic storage time. 

11.  Ora Pastorizz. Auto (Auto Pasto Time):   Setting of automatic pasteurization time. 

12.  Parametri (Parameters):    User parameters setting. 
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Date 

By pressing Production (Start) the display will show an arrow on the month 
 

      Date        
20 – 01 - 2021 

That can be changed using the Increase and Decrease buttons.  

Press Production (Start) to go to the next value.  

 

  

 

While changing values, you can always press Stop to return to the previous 

menu.  

 

 
 

 

Ora 

The time modification procedure is like that for the date. Ora 
18: 25: 00 

 
 
 
Alarms 

List of active Alarms  

It is possible to scroll through the alarms by pressing the Increase and Decrease 

buttons.  

The first line shows the alarm number and the total number of alarms occurred 

at the same time. 

Stop goes back to the user menu and deletes the reset alarms. 

 

If there are no alarms, the display shows Nessun Al. Attivo (No Alarms Active) 

Alarm 01 of 02 
Last Pasto >25h 
 

 

 

 

 

 

No Alarms Active  
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Events 

Upon access, the event number (last recorded) is displayed. Log. id 51 
 

Then the page switches to the related event 
 

20-01-2021 18:37:43 
   Spigot Open 

Press the Increase and Decrease keys to scroll through all numbered events 

(Log) and release them to open the related event. 
 

  
 

 

 
Information 

The display will show the control unit sw version and  CARPIGIANI UF920  
CB1 V 00.08.03  

Press Increase  to display the sw version of the Keyboard Adapter 

(ADP) interface board. 

 
 

CARPIGIANI UF920  
ADP V 01.06.01 

Press Increase  to display the time to the next Pasto (Time Next Pasto) 
 

 Time Next Pasto  
      00:00:00 

Press Increase  to display the time to the next washing (Time Next 

Wash) 

 Time Next Wash 
   13d 23:48:05 

 

Language 

Language selection (English / Italiano) with Increase/Decrease keys.      Language 
    English 

 

Autosetup 

The operation sets all user programming values to the default values. Press 

Start to confirm, press Stop to cancel the operation. 

Reset User Params? 
START:YES STOP:NO 
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Pasteurization List 

List of successfully completed Pasteurizations. If there are none stored, the 

display shows “Nessuna Pasto Salvata” (No Pasto Saved) 

No Pasto Saved 

Otherwise, pressing Production (Start) displays: 

Date 

Pasto Start Time (S:Start) and End Time (E:End) of the last Pasteurization. 

The others can be selected with Increase and Decrease. 

20-01-2021 
S  19:05  E 21:30 

Then press Production (Start) to display the duration of the Heating with the 

Heating start TEV. 

Use the Increase and Decrease keys to switch to the different Pasto phases. 

 Heating 
00:35:23    4 °C 

Pause 

Pause duration and pause start TEV 

Heating Pause 
00:30:12    66 °C 
 

Cooling 

Cooling duration and cooling start TEV 

Cooling 
00:45:56    66 °C 

Pasto End 

Total Pasto time and cooling end TEV. 

Pasto End 
01:51:31    04 °C 

 

 

Auto Production Time 

Automatic Production time setting Auto Production Time 
     08: 00    

As in the time menu, you navigate with the Production (Start) and 

Increase/Decrease keys.  

Auto Production Time        
      08: 00   

 

 

Auto Storage Time 

Automatic Storage time setting. Auto Storage Time. 
     00: 00  

 
 
 
Auto Pasto Time  

Automatic Pasteurization time setting. Auto Pasto Time. 
     02: 00  
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Parameters 

 

User Programming 

Step  Eng Ita U.M. Min Max Default 

1000 Product Selection Selezione Prodotto  Dairy Yogurt Dairy 
1010 Set HoT Set HoT  10 120 100 
1030 Set HoT Fruit Set HoT Frutta  10 120 65 
1050 Set HoT Yogurt Set HoT Yogurt  10 120 70 
4200 Automode Pasto Modalita Auto. Pasto Y/N Yes No Yes 
4206 Automode Storage Modalita Auto. Stor. Y/N Yes No No 
4212 Automode Production Modalita Auto. Prod. Y/N Yes No Yes 
9002 Time Format Formato Ora  24h AM/PM 24h 
9003 Date Format Formato Data  DMY MDY DMY 
9020 Temperature Format Formato Temperatura °C/°F °C °F °C 
9032 Level Beep Enable Abilita Beep Liv. Y/N Yes No Yes 

 

 

Step  Description  
1000 
1010 
1030 
1050  

See Technician Programming - Parametri Lato (Side Parameters) 

4200 
4206 
4212  

 See Technician Programming - Parametri Generali (General Parameters) 

9002  Formato ora (Time Format) 
Can be set in 24h or AM/PM 
 

9003  Formato Data (Date Format) 
Can be set in DMY or YMD or MDY  
 

9020  Formato Temperatura (Temperature Format) 
Can be set in °C/°F  
 

9032  Abilita Beep Liv. (Level Beep Enable) 
If set to YES, the machine will beep intermittently when the mix is below medium level, except 

in Stop mode, when it will stay OFF even if the function is enabled. 
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TECHNICIAN PROGRAMMING 

To access the Technician Programming with the machine in Stop mode, press Stop and 

Decrease and keep them pressed until the display shows:  

*****Prog Menu****** (*****Menu Prog******).  

Then, the display shows some sub-menus that can be selected with the 

Increase/Decrease buttons: 

- Parametri (Parameters) 

 Parametri Lato (Side Parameters) 

 Parametri Generali (General Parameters) 

- Interfaccia (Interface) 

- Autosetup 

- Contatori (Counters) 

 Ore Motori (Motor Hours) 

 Reset Ore (Reset Hours) 

 Num Coni (Num Cones) 

 Reset Coni (Reset Cones) 

- Sonde (Probes) 

 Calibrazione (Calibration) 

 Reset Calibrazioni (Reset Calibration) 

- Reset Eventi (Reset Events) 

- Scarica Eventi (Download Events) 

- Scarica Tabella Prog (Download Prog. Table) 

- Carica Tabella Prog (Upload Progr. Table) 

- Aggiornamento SW (Update SW) 
 USB  
 Teorema (optional) 

 

 

 +  

   
 

 

To access a sub-menu, press Production (Start). 

  

In the case of sub-menus with directly editable values, an arrow will light up next to 

the value that can be modified with Increase and Decrease (the key LEDs will light up). 

In case of sub-menu such as Parameters, use the Increase and Decrease keys to scroll 

the parameters, while pressing Production (Start) lights up the arrow on the step to be 

modified, which can be edited with Increase and Decrease. 

To store the value it is necessary to switch off the arrow by pressing Production 

(Start). 
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The exit is automatic without pressing any key after 60 seconds or by pressing the Stop 

key, which also has the function of returning to the previous menu. The Stop key also 

returns to the previous menu (back function) when navigating in sub-menus. 
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Technician Programming Map 
 

1. Parametri (Parameters): Technician parameters setting. Side Parameters and General Parameters. 

2. Interfaccia (Interface):  Display/setting of machine input and output status.  

3. Autosetup:  Factory setting (technician) 

4. Contatori (Counters): Display of counters. Motor Hours. Reset of motor hours. No. of Cones,  

   Reset of the number of cones 

5. Sonde (Probes):   Calibration of probes. Reset Calibration 

6. Reset Eventi (Reset Events):   Reset of saved events. 

7. Scarica Eventi (Download Events):  Download of events. 

8. Scarica Tabella Prog (Download Prog. Table):  Technician programming table download 

9. Carica Tabella Prog (Upload Progr. Table):  Technician programming table upload 

10. Aggiornamento SW (Update Sw):    Sw update via USB or Teorema 
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Parameters 

 
Technician Programming - Parametri Lato (Side Parameters) 

Step  Eng Ita U.M. Min Max Default notes 

1000 Product Selection Selezione Prodotto  Crema 
Dairy 

Yogurt 
Yogurt 

Crema 
Dairy 

 

1010 Set HoT Set HoT  10 120 100  
1011 Hyst. HoT Ist. HoT  -20 -1 -8  
1012 Delay Beater Rit. Agit. s 3 20 5  
1013 HoT Block Blocco HoT  0 100 30  
1014 HoT Gas Gas Caldo s 0 10.0 1.5  
1015 Cyclic Timer Timer Ciclico min 1 15 10  
1018 Wash Days Giorni Lavaggio day 1 42 14  
1030 Set HoT Fruit Set HoT Frutta  10 120 65  
1031 Hyst. HoT Fruit Ist. HoT Frutta  -20 -1 -5  
1032 Delay Beater Fruit Rit. Agit.Frutta s 3 20 8  
1033 HoT Block Fruit Blocco HoT Frutta  0 120 30  
1034 HoT Gas Fruit Gas Caldo Frutta s 0 10.0 1.5  
1035 Cyclic Timer Fruit Timer Cicl. Frutta min 1 15 4  
1038 Wash Days Fruit Giorni Lav. Frutta day 1 42 3  
1050 Set HoT Yogurt Set HoT Yogurt  10 120 70  
1051 Hyst. HoT Yogurt Ist. HoT Yogurt  -20 -1 -5  
1052 Delay Beater Yogurt Rit. Agit.Yogurt s 3 20 8  
1053 HoT Block Yogurt Blocco HoT Yogurt  0 120 30  
1054 HoT Gas Yogurt Gas Caldo Yogurt s 0 10.0 1.5  
1055 Cyclic Timer Yogurt Timer Ciclico Yogurt min 1 15 10  
1058 Wash Days Yogurt Giorni Lav. Yogurt day 1 42 3  
1110 Timeout Production Timeout Produzione min 1 20 10  
1112 N. Timeout Prd Al. N. Al. Timeout Prd  1 20 5  
1114 Last Cones Ultimi Coni  1 20 10  
1116 Hot Gas Start Prd Gas Caldo Start Prd s 0 20 5.0  
1118 Dyn HotGas DelBeat. GasCaldoDin/RitAgit Y/N No  Yes Yes  
1146 Ice Cylinder Ghiaccio Cilindro °C -33 0 -28  
1150 Pasto Cylinder Pasto Cilindro °C 65 75 66  
1154 Storage Cylinder Cons. Cilindro °C 2 6 4  
1166 MA Cyclic ON Pause MA Cicl. ON Pausa s 0 60 15  
1168 MA Cyclic OFF Pause MA Cicl. OFF Pausa min 0 10 5  
1170 MA Cyclic ON Stor. MA Cicl. ON Cons. s 0 60 0  
1172 MA Cyclic OFF Stor. MA Cicl. OFF Cons. min 0 10 5  
1192 Timeout Cleaning Timeout Pulizia s 0 600 180  
1194 Tout Hot Cleaning Tout Pulizia Risc. min 0 30 20  
1198 Tout Clean MA+MP Tout Pulizia MA+MP s 0 1200 30  
1200 Tout Clean MP Tout Pulizia MP s 0 100 30  
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1206 Set TEC Cleaning Set TEC Pulizia °C 0 30 20  
1226 Time MP Start Prod. Tempo MP Start Prod. s 0 100 15  
1228 Time MP at MIR Tempo MP al MIR s 0 100 15  
1230 MP Cyc. ON Storage MP Ciclico ON Cons. s 0 1000 10  
1232 MP Cyc. OFF Storage MP Ciclico OFF Cons. min 0 16 10  
1234 MP Cyclic ON Pause MP Ciclico ON Pausa s 0 1000 10  
1236 MP Cyclic OFF Pause MP Ciclico OFF Pausa min 0 16 10  
1238 MP Cyc. ON Product. MP Ciclico ON Prod. s 0 1000 10  
1240 MP Cyc. OFF Product. MP Ciclico OFF Prod. min 0 16 10  
1406 Type Pump/Gravity Tipo Gravita / Pompa G/P Gravita 

Gravity 
Pompa 
Pump 

Pompa 
Pump 

 

3760 Trimmer HoT Trimmer HoT  0 257 130  
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Technician Programming - Parametri Generali (General Parameters) 

Step  Eng Ita U.M. Min Max Default notes 

1500 Pasto Hopper Pasto Vasca °C 65 75 66  
1504 Storage Hopper Cons. Vasca °C 2 6 4  
1508 Static Hopper Defr. Antig. Statico Vasca °C -15 0 -8  
1510 Hyst. Stat.Hop. Defr Ist.Antig.St.Vasca °C 1 5 2  
1512 Hopper Defrost Antig. Vasca °C -25 0 -18  
1514 Hyst. Hopper Defrost Ist. Antig. Vasca °C 1 15 6  
1536 MMV Mode With Level Mod. MMV Con Liv.  0 2 0  
1538 Delay Hopper Mixer Rit. Mixer Vasca min 0 10 1  
1540 Enable Cyclic MMV Abilita MMV ciclico Y/N No  Yes Yes  
1542 Cyclic MMV ON MMV Ciclico ON s 0 120 10  
1544 Cyclic MMV OFF MMV Ciclico OFF min 0 60 10  
1548 MMV Low Speed  Pwm MMV Pwm Vel. Bassa % 0 100 35  
1550 MMV High Speed Pwm MMV Pwm Vel. Alta % 0 100 45  
1552 MMV Temp Threshold MMV Soglia Temp. °C 0 65 25  
1625 Post Hopper Cooling Post Raff. Vasca Y/N No  Yes No  
3124 MV Mode Modo MV  0 5 5  
3230 N. Alarm PR N. Allarmi PR  0 50 10  
3232 Timeout Alarm PR Timeout Allarme PR min 0 10 5  
3242 TGV Limit Limite TGV °C 65 110 90  
3246 TE Limit Limite TE °C 65 110 90  
3250 Delta TGV-TEV Delta TGV-TEV °C 10 60 45  
3292 ThrsDefrost Stat/Dyn SogliaAntig.St./Din. °C 0 20 4  
3614 Level On Min Livello Min ON mV 0 3300 400  
3616 Hyst.Level On Min Ist. Liv. Min ON mV -3300 3300 50  
3620 Level On Med Livello Med ON mV 0 3300 400  
3622 Hyst. Level On Med Ist. Liv. Med ON mV -3300 3300 50  
4200 Automode Pasto Modalita Auto. Pasto Y/N No  Yes Yes  
4206 Automode Storage Modalita Auto. Cons. Y/N No  Yes No  
4212 Automode Production Modalita Auto. Prod. Y/N No  Yes Yes  

 

 

 

Note 

Some steps, in addition to those above, are only displayed in the programming table download (.csv file) 

but are not used by the technician.  
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PROGRAMMING STEPS DESCRIPTION 

 
 

Step  Description– Parametri Lato (Side Parameters) 
1000 Selezione Prodotto (Product Selection) 

 
Product selection between Crema, Frutta or Yogurt (Dairy – Fruit  - Yogurt)   

1010 Set HoT 
 
It represents the ice cream consistency value to be reached referred to the product set in 
Crema (Dairy). 
Increasing this number will increase product consistency.  

1011 Ist. HoT (Hyst. HoT) 
 
A lower value makes HoT more sensitive during extraction.  
With the machine in Production mode and MIR activated, after the compressor stops 
because Set HoT has been reached, the compressor restarts when the consistency level on 
the display is less than HoT minus the value set in this step.  

1012 Rit. Agit. (Delay Beater) 
 
In Production mode, this is the amount of time for which the beater continues to run after 
the compressor stops due to Set HoT being reached 
 

1013 Blocco HoT (HoT Block) 
 
In Production mode, this is the HoT value below which, if the operator attempts to dispense a 
cone, all the outlets are deactivated (MA and MC OFF).  
As soon as MIR reopens, Production restarts, activating MA and MC again.  
The display shows Non Servire (Do Not Serve!). 
If the consistency increases up to the HoT Block value + hysteresis, the display shows Gelato 
Pronto! (Sundae Ready!). 
If the consistency drops below the HoT Block value, the block condition is restored again with 
the message Non Servire (Do Not Serve!). 

 
1014 Gas Caldo (HoT Gas) 

 
In Production mode, every time that EVFC is deactivated due to the Set HoT being reached, 
EVRC is activated for the time programmed in this step.  
Programmable in tenths of a second. 

 
1015 Timer Ciclico (Cyclic Timer) 

 
Cyclic timer of the beater in Production mode (ice cream). 
Every 10 minutes (programmed at this step) the beater runs to check ice cream consistency. 
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1018 Giorni Lavaggio (Wash Days) 
 
It indicates the days left before the machine must be washed. 
The machine must be cleaned, otherwise the Production function will not be accepted.  
 

1030 Set HoT Frutta (Set HoT Fruit) 
 
It represents the ice cream consistency value to be reached referred to the product set in 
Frutta (Fruit). 
Increasing this number will increase product consistency. 
 

1031 Ist. HoT Frutta (Hyst. HoT Fruit) 
 
A lower value makes HoT more sensitive during extraction.  
With the machine in Production mode and MIR activated, after the compressor stops 
because Set HoT has been reached, the compressor restarts when the consistency level on 
the display is less than HoT minus the value set in this step. 

 
1032 Rit. Agit.Frutta (Delay Beater Fruit) 

 
This is the amount of time for which the beater continues to run after the compressor stops 
due to Set HoT being reached. 
 

1033 Blocco HoT Frutta (HoT Block Fruit) 
 
This is the HoT value below which, if the operator attempts to dispense a cone, everything 
stops (MA and MC OFF).  
As soon as MIR reopens, Production restarts, activating MA and MC.  
The display shows Non Servire! (Do not Serve!). 
If the consistency increases up to the HoT Block value the display shows Gelato Pronto! 
(Sundae Ready!) 
If the consistency drops below the HoT Block value, the block condition is restored again with 
the message Non Servire! (Do not Serve!). 
 

1034 Gas Caldo Frutta (HoT Gas Fruit) 
 
In Production mode, every time that EVFC is deactivated due to the Set HoT being reached, 
EVRC is activated for the time programmed in this step.  
Programmable in tenths of a second. 
 

1035 Timer Cicl. Frutta (Cyclic Timer Fruit) 
 
Cyclic Timer in Production (Fruit). 
Every 10 minutes (programmed at this step) the beater runs to check ice cream consistency. 

 
1038 Giorni Lav. Frutta (Wash Days Fruit) 
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It indicates the days left before the machine must be washed. 
The machine must be cleaned, otherwise the Production function will not be accepted.  
 

1050 Set HoT Yogurt 
 
It represents the ice cream consistency value to be reached referred to the product set in 
Yogurt. 
Increasing this number will increase product consistency. 
 

1051 Ist. HoT Yogurt (Hyst. HoT Yogurt) 
 
A lower value makes HoT more sensitive during extraction.  
With the machine in Production mode and MIR activated, after the compressor stops 
because Set HoT has been reached, the compressor restarts when the consistency level on 
the display is less than HoT minus the value set in this step. 

 
1052 Rit. Agit. Yogurt (Delay Beater Yogurt) 

 
This is the amount of time for which the beater continues to run after the compressor stops 
due to Set HoT being reached. 
 

1053 Blocco HoT Yogurt (HoT Block Yogurt) 
 
This is the HoT value below which, if the operator attempts to dispense a cone, everything 
stops (MA and MC OFF).  
As soon as MIR reopens, Production restarts, activating MA and MC.  
The display shows Non Servire! (Do not Serve!). 
If the consistency increases up to the HoT Block value the display shows Gelato Pronto! 
(Sundae Ready!). 
If the consistency drops below the HoT Block value, the block condition is restored again with 
the message Non Servire! (Do not Serve!). 
 

1054 Gas Caldo Yogurt (HoT Gas Yogurt) 
 
In Production mode, every time that EVFC is deactivated due to the Set HoT being reached, 
EVRC is activated for the time programmed in this step.  
Programmable in tenths of a second. 
 

1055 Timer Ciclico Yogurt (Cyclic Timer Yogurt) 
 
Cyclic Timer in Production (Yogurt). 
Every 10 minutes (programmed at this step) the beater runs to check ice cream consistency. 
 

1058 Giorni Lav. Yogurt (Wash Days Yogurt) 
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It indicates the days left before the machine must be washed. 
The machine must be cleaned, otherwise the Production function will not be accepted.  
 

1110 Timeout Produzione (Timeout Production) 
 
If during Production the consistency does not reach the Set HoT within the amount of time 

set in step 1110 Timeout Produzione (Timeout Production), the end cycle procedure is 

forced anyway, as if the Set HoT had been reached and the Timeout PRD alarm is stored in 

the event log (no message on the display). 

If Hot Block is not reached within 10’ from the start of Production then the machine goes to 

Stop and the Timeout PRD alarm is displayed. 

If the Timeout PRD alarm occurs 5 times, the machine switches to Storage mode.  

The timer is reset at MIR and when MA is turned on. 

 
1112 N. Al. Timeout Prd (N. Timeout Prd Al.) 

 
Number of Production Timeout alarms necessary to Stop the machine. 
 

1114 Ultimi Coni (Last Cones) 
 
It is the number of cones that the machine can dispense in Production after that the low level 
LED has turned on. 
Then the machine automatically sets to Storage mode. 
 

1116 Gas Caldo Start Prd (Hot Gas Start Prd) 
 
Every time Production is accessed, before MA is activated, Hot Gas (EVRC) is activated for a 
time set in this step. 
 

1118 GasCaldoDin/RitAgit (Dyn HotGas DelBeat.) 
 
When this step is enabled (Yes) a variable time is added to hot gas activation and beater 
delay in Production, only if TE is lower than -15°C (fixed). 
For hot gas activation, time is calculated according to the following formula: 
dt = (|TE| - 15)/3  [tenths of a second]  
For beater delay, time is calculated according to the following formula: 
dt = (|TE| - 15)/3  [seconds] 
 

1146 Ghiaccio Cilindro (Ice Cylinder) 
 
Ice cylinder read by TE probe.  
In Production mode, when TE drops below the value set in Ice Cylinder step, the machine sets 
to the reached Set HoT mode and stores the Ice Cylinder alarm in the event log. 
This may be caused by poor cylinder feeding.  
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Check pump efficiency.  
Also check for excessive scraper wear. 
 

1150 Pasto Cilindro (Pasto Cylinder) 
 
Cylinder pasteurization temperature.  

 
1154 Cons. Cilindro (Storage Cylinder) 

 

Cylinder storage temperature.  

 
1166 MA Cicl. ON Pausa (MA Cyclic ON Pause) 

 
MA activation time in Pasteurization pause 

 
1168 MA Cicl. OFF Pausa (MA Cyclic OFF Pause) 

 
MA deactivation time in Pasteurization pause 

 
1170 MA Cicl. ON Cons. (MA Cyclic ON Stor.) 

 
MA activation time in Storage 

 
1172 MA Cicl. OFF Cons. (MA Cyclic OFF Stor.) 

 
MA deactivation time in Storage 
 

1192 Timeout Pulizia (Timeout Cleaning) 
 
MA activation time in Cleaning 
 

1194 Tout Pulizia Risc. (Tout Hot Cleaning) 
 
Maximum MA+MC+EVRC activation time in Heated Cleaning, if the Heated Cleaning Set 
temperature read by TEC is not reached. 

 
1198 Tout Pulizia MA+MP (Timeout Clean MA+MP) 

 
MA+ MA activation time in Cleaning  
 

1200 Tout Pulizia MP (Timeout Clean MP) 
 
MP activation time in Cleaning  
 

1206 Set TEC Pulizia (Set TEC Cleaning) 
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When the Heated Cleaning function is selected, EVRC is activated with MA until the value set 
in this step, read by TEC probe, is reached. 
If the temperature has already been reached when the function is selected, the machine sets 
to Stop mode. 
 

1226 Tempo MP Start Prod. (Time MP Start Prod.) 
 
MP activation time at the start of Production. 

 
1228 Tempo MP al MIR (Time MP at MIR) 

 
Time which MP will run at MIR. 
 

1230 MP Ciclico ON Cons. (MP Cyc. ON Storage) 
 
MP activation time in Storage 
 

1232 MP Ciclico OFF Cons. (MP Cyc. OFF Storage) 
 
MP deactivation time in Storage 
 

1234 MP Ciclico ON Pausa (MP Cyclic ON Pause) 
 
MP activation time in Pasteurization Pause 
 

1236 MP Ciclico OFF Pausa (MP Cyclic OFF Pause) 
 
MP deactivation time in Pasteurization Pause 
 

1238 MP Ciclico ON Prod.  (MP Cyc. ON Product.) 
 
MP activation time in Production 
 

1240 MP Ciclico OFF Prod.  (MP Cyc. OFF Product.) 
 
MP deactivation time in Production 
 

1406 Tipo Gravita/Pompa (Type Gravity/Pump) 
 
Pump or Gravity cylinder mix feeding type 
 

3760 Trimmer HoT 
 
If the value is increased, the ice cream consistency decreases at the end of the production 
cycle. 
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Warning: to change this number it is necessary to check the beater motor current, making 
sure that it does not exceed 100% of the motor rated value. 
 
Note: the value shown in the programming table is purely indicative. This parameter is set 
differently for each machine and is normally shown on an adhesive label affixed to the 
electrical box. 
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Step  Description - General Parameters 
1500 Pasto Vasca (Pasto Hopper) 

 
Hopper pasteurization temperature 
 

1504 Cons. Vasca (Storage Hopper) 
 
Hopper storage temperature 
 

1508 Antig. Stat. Vasca (Static Hopper Defr.) 
 
Defrost set that is activated when the hopper is cooling in a static way, due to any disabling 
of MMV based on the level (see step 1536 Mod. MMV con Liv. (MMV Mode With Level)  or 
to TEV< than the value set in step 3292 ThrsDefrost Stat/Dyn. 
 
When TGV< value set in this step (1508 Static Hopper Defr.) the machine deactivates MC and 
EVFV until TGV rises by the hysteresis set in step 1510 Hyst. Stat. Hop. Defr (regardless of 
whether the machine is self pasteurizing or not). 
 

1510 Ist.Antig.St.Vasca (Hyst. Stat.Hop. Defr) 
 
See step 1508 Static Hopper Defr. 
 

1512 Antig. Vasca (Hopper Defrost) 
 
If during Hopper Cooling TGV reaches a temperature below this step 1512 Hopper Defrost, 
hot gas is delivered into the hopper, activating EVRV (and EVFV remains on).  
When TGV increases by the value programmed in step 1514 Hyst. Hopper Defrost, EVRV is 
shut down.  

 
In production, obtaining the correct consistency in the cylinder always takes priority over 
defrost. 
 

1514 Ist. Antig. Vasca (Hyst. Hopper Defrost) 
 
See step 1512 Hopper Defrost 
 

1536 Mod. MMV con Liv. (MMV Mode With Level) 
 
If set to 0, MMV is never disabled according to the level; 
If set to 1, MMV is disabled (in Production and Storage mode) if mix falls below low level; 
If set to 2, MMV is disabled (in Production and Storage mode) if mix falls below medium 
level. 
The level control sensor to disable MMV is never enabled in Pasteurization mode. 
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1538 Rit. Mixer Vasca (Delay Hopper Mixer) 

 
The duration in minutes for which the hopper mixer motor will continue to run after cooling 
the hopper. 
 

1540 Abilita MMV ciclico (Enable Cyclic MMV) 
 
If set to Yes, it enables a periodic activation of hopper rotor (MMV) in Production and 
Storage modes (ON/OFF timing defined in steps 1542 Cyclic MMV ON and 1544 Cyclic MMV 
OFF). 
 

1542 MMV ciclico ON (Cyclic MMV ON) 
 
See step 1540 Enable Cyclic MMV 
 

1544 MMV ciclico OFF (Cyclic MMV OFF) 
 
See step 1540 Enable Cyclic MMV 
 

1548 MMV Pwm Vel. Bassa (MMV Low Speed  Pwm) 
 
MMV speed setting (percentage) with TEV> 1552 MMV Temp Threshold 
Optional: only for variable speed MMV 
 

1550 MMV Pwm Vel. Alta (MMV High Speed Pwm) 
 
Speed setting (percentage) with TEV <= 1552 MMV Temp Threshold 
Optional: only for variable speed MMV 
 

1552 MMV Soglia Temp. (MMV Temp Threshold) 
 
TEV threshold relative to MMV speed. See steps 1548 and 1550. 
 

1625 Post Raff. Vasca (Post Hopper Cooling) 
 
It enables (Yes) or disables (No) Hopper post cooling. 
If set to Yes during Production, EVFV deactivates when the storage temperature is reached, a 
HoT cycle is performed in the cylinder 
 

3124 Modo MV (MV Mode) 
 
0: Silent     Like mode 5, the speed of MV depends on TOC, but it is  
    slower for MV to be quieter. 
1: Manual mode 1     40 % of PWM value controlling MV 
2: Manual mode 2 60 % of PWM value controlling MV 
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3: Manual mode 3 80 % of PWM value controlling MV 
4: Manual mode 4 100 % of PWM value controlling MV 
5: Max Production  The speed of MV is adjusted according to the value of the TOC 
probe; the more the value read by the TOC increases, the more the MV accelerates. 
 
Pasto Cooling 
3124 = 0 o 5: MV runs at full speed until TEV reaches 55°C then it modulates with TOC.  
3124 = 1, 2, 3 or 4: Maximum MV speed   
 
Production and Storage 
3124 = 0 or 5: MV modulates with TOC.  
3124 = 1, 2, 3 or 4: Speed set in steps 1, 2, 3, 4.   
 
Note 1:  
If the TOC probe is faulty and the selected mode is Max Production or Silent, MV 
management becomes Manual Mode 3. 
 
 
Note2:  

The fans are always operated at maximum speed: 

- If a PR has been triggered, up to one minute after it has been reset. 

- In Pasteurization, for 1 minute during the first cooling phase before activating the 

compressor, and until the TEV falls below 55°C or for the entire duration of cooling if the TOC 

probe is faulty. 

 
Note3: 

During cooling, modulation is stopped (the fans maintain their current speed) every time the 

hot gas (EVRV or EVRC) is activated until 30 seconds after it is turned off. 

 
3230 N. Allarmi PR (N. Alarm PR) 

 
Number of pressure switch alarms after which the machine will be Stopped and the 
"Pressure Switch" alarm is displayed. 
 

3232 Timeout Allarme PR (Timeout Alarm PR) 
 
When a pressure switch alarm occurs and remains active for a time set in this step, the 
display shows Pressure switch alarm and the machine switches to Stop mode. 
 

3242 Limite TGV (TGV Limit) 
 
During Pasteurization Heating, if TGV temperature reaches the value programmed in this 
step, EVRC and EVRV and MC are deactivated. Re-enabling occurs with hysteresis of 5 °C 
(fixed). 
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3246 Limite TE (TE Limit) 

 
When TE is higher than the value set in this step, EVRV and EVRC and MC are deactivated. 
Re-enabling occurs with hysteresis of 5 °C (fixed). 
 

3250 Delta TGV-TEV  
 
In Pasteurization Heating mode, if the TGV temperature becomes > than the TEV 
temperature by the value programmed in step (3250 Delta TGV-TEV), the display shows Al. 
Scambio Termico (Al.Heat.Exchange) and the heating is deactivated and will be reactivated 
when the TGV-TEV difference falls below the Delta TGV-TEV value -hysteresis. 
The machine will anyway remain in Heating mode. 
 

3292 SogliaAntig.St./Din. (ThrsDefrost Stat/Dyn) 
 
If TEV >= value of this step (3292), 
and 
If TGV < 1512 Hopper Defrost,  
the dynamic defrost is activated with MC, EVFV, EVRV ON until TGV increases by 1514 Hyst. 
Hopper Defrost step. 
This occurs even when the cylinder was being cooled in the Pasteurization or Storage modes 
(not in Production). 
 
If TEV < value of this step (3292), the static defrost is activated (according to steps 1508 and 
1510). 
 

3614 Livello Min ON (Level On Min) 
 
Setting of the set for minimum level turning on. The low level turns on when the control unit 
reads a value set in this step in mV and then turns off when the level reads the value set in 
this step + the hysteresis set in 3616. 
If the level is covered and the level LED does not turns off, increase this step.  
 

3616 Ist. Liv. Min ON (Hyst.Level On Min) 
 
See step 3614 
 

3620 Livello Med ON (Level On Med) 
 
Setting of the set for medium level turning on. The medium level turns on when the control 
unit reads a value set in this step in mV and then turns off when the level reads the value set 
in this step + the hysteresis set in 3622. 
If the level is covered and the level LED does not turns off, increase this step.  
 

3622 Ist. Liv. Med ON (Hyst. Level On Med) 
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See step 3620 
 

4200 Modalita Auto. Pasto (Automode Pasto) 
 
It enables (Yes) or disables (No) Automatic Pasteurization at the time set in User 
Programming. 
 

4206 Modalita Auto. Cons. (Automode Storage) 
 
It enables (Yes) or disables (No) Automatic Storage at the time set in User Programming. 
 

4212 Modalita Auto. Prod. (Automode Production) 
 
It enables (Yes) or disables (No) Automatic Production at the time set in User Programming. 
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Interfaccia (Interface) 

Display/setting of machine input and output status. 

The inputs are read-only, while the outputs can be activated by pressing Start (Production)  and 

changing the value with Increase and Decrease keys   . Activation is required by the technician 

for diagnostics only.  

 

ATTENTION: the output is activated immediately.  

 

 

IMS OFF 

ON 

Spigot close 

Spigot Open 

reading only 

MIR1 OFF 

ON 

Piston closed 

Piston open or 

Spigot open 

reading only 

MIR3 OFF 

ON 

Piston closed 

Piston open or 

Spigot open 

reading only 

IMT 

(only for side2) 

 

OFF 

 

 

ON 

 

Single or Triple 

Spigot Door 

removed 

 

Triple Spigot Door 

reading only 

Livello Basso (Level Low) 260mV  reading only 

Livello Medio (Level Medium) 400mV  reading only 

RTC OFF 

ON 

Not triggered 

Triggered 

reading only 

TESC OFF 

ON 

Not triggered 

Triggered 

reading only 

TESV OFF 

ON 

Not triggered 

Triggered 

reading only 

PR1 OFF 

ON 

Not triggered 

Triggered 

reading only 
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HoT 0 Actual HoT value reading only 

MA OFF  Can be set to ON.  

PAY ATTENTION TO MOVING PARTS. 

MC OFF  Can be set to ON 

EVFC OFF  Can be set to ON 

EVFV OFF  Can be set to ON 

EVRC OFF  Can be set to ON 

EVRV OFF  Can be set to ON 

MV1 0%  Can be activated by setting a 

percentage 

MV2 0%  Can be activated by setting a 

percentage 

MMV 0%   - For variable speed MMV 

Can be activated by setting a 

percentage 

- For MMV at fixed speed (standard) it 

goes from 0 to 100. 

 

    

   

 

Autosetup 

 

When the menu is accessed, the display shows: 

 

  Reset Tech Params? 
 START:YES STOP:NO    

   Reset Param. Tecn.? 
 START:SI STOP:NO    

 

Press Stop  to cancel the operation. 

 

Press Start (Production)  to set all the default values of the technician programming table (except for 

the probe and counter offsets). Once the operation is completed, the display shows: 

 

 Reset done 
 

 Reset Eseguito 
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Contatori (Counters) 

 

It is divided into: 

 

Ore Motori (Motor Hours) 

The display shows: 

 

 MC 
 9504       1h 

 

Where: 

MC is the device,  

9504 the programming step in which the value is stored  

1h the counting in hours 

Use Increase and Decrease   to navigate between devices. 

The values can also be changed by pressing Start (Production)  and again with Increase and Decrease, 

then confirming with Start (Production) . 

 

 MC 
9504       1h 

 

 

Device Step hr 

MC 9504 1h 

MV 9506 2h 

MA 9530 12h 

MP 9532 2h 

MMV 9534 1h 

 

The steps are not displayed in the programming table. 
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Reset Ore (Reset Hours) 

 

The procedure resets all counters to zero. 

The display shows: 

 Reset Hours? 
START:YES  STOP:NO 

   Reset Ore? 
  START:SI STOP:NO    

 

 

 

Press Stop  to cancel the operation. 

Press Start (Production)  to reset all counters to zero. Once the operation is completed, the display 

shows: 

 Reset done 
 

 Reset Eseguito 
 

 

 

 

Device Step hr 

MC 9504 0h 

MV 9506 0h 

MA 9530 0h 

MP 9532 0h 

MMV 9534 0h 
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Num Coni (Num Cones) 

 

The display shows: 

 

 Total Cones Central 
9500         0 

 Coni Totali Centrale 
9500           0 

 

The number of the step is on the left (e.g.9500) and the relative value of the cones is on the right. Same 

mode in the display views below. 

 

Press Increase and Decrease   to scroll through the different pages: 

 

 Today Cones Central 
9502         0 

 Coni Giornalieri Cen 
9502           0 

 

 Total Cones  
9526         0 

 Coni Totali  
9526         0 

 

 Today Cones  
9528         0 

 Coni Oggi  
9528         0 

 

 

 

The values can also be changed by pressing Start (Production)  and again with Increase and Decrease, 

then confirming with Start (Production) . 

 

 Total Cones Central 
9500         3 

 Coni Totali Centrale 
9500          3 

 

 

 

Cones are stored every 10 units or every 30 minutes.  

If, for example, from Production you switch to Stop mode with Num Cones = 12, 10 cones will be displayed 

when returning to Production. 
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Reset Coni (Reset Cones) 

 
The procedure resets all cone counters to zero. 

The display shows: 

 Reset Cones? 
START:YES  STOP:NO 

 Reset Coni? 
START:SI  STOP:NO 

 

 

 

Press Stop  to cancel the operation. 

Press Start (Production)  to reset all cone counters to zero. Once the operation is completed, the 

display shows: 

 

 Reset done 
 

 Reset Eseguito 
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Sonde (Probes) 

 
It is divided into: 

Calibrazione (Calibration) 

 
Upon access, the display shows: 
 
  TEV         2.5 °C 

 Offset      0.0 °C  
 
The first line shows the temperature of the TEV probe and the second line the set offset. 

Press Start (Production)  to change the offset: 

 
  TEV         2.5 °C 

Offset     0.0 °C  
 

Press Increase and Decrease keys   to edit the value in tenths of a degree 
 
  TEV         2.8 °C 

Offset     0.3 °C  
 

The actual value of the probe is updated automatically. Press Start (Production)  to confirm the 
change. 
 
It is then possible to access all available probes: TEC, TGV, TE, TIMC, TOMC, TAMB, TOC. 
 
Note: 
the probes are relative to the side (left display for side1 probes and right display for side2 probes). 
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Probes Calibration Procedure 

 

1. Set the machine to Storage mode.  

 

2. Once the set is reached, wait 1 minute until MMV stops, set Cleaning mode for about 30 s, then through 

the probes calibration menu (in the technical menu) calibrate the probes using the thermometer: TEV  with 

thermometer in the hopper, TEC by dispensing product from the spigot door into a cup and measuring with 

thermometer. Calibrate TAMB with thermometer near the probe.  

 

3. In production, during dispensing having a frequency of at least 3 minutes, calibrate TE, TIMC and TOC with 

a thermometer in the bulb holder. 

 

4. During the pasteurization pause, wait a few minutes, clean for about 30 s and then check TEV and TEC 

calibration as indicated in step 1. If necessary, correct the offsets. 

 

5. After 2-3 minutes from the start of pasteurization cooling, calibrate the TOMC probe with thermometer in 

the bulb holder. During cooling, check the calibration of the TGV probe at negative values (less than -10 °C) 

with a thermometer in the bulb holder. 

 

6. At the end of cooling wait 1 minute, set Cleaning for 30 s then check again TEV and TEC probes as 

indicated in point 1. 

 

 

 

Before installing a new probe it is important to smear it with conducting paste before inserting it into its 

housing. 
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Reset Calibrazioni (Reset Calibration) 

 

The procedure resets all probe offsets to zero. 

The display shows: 

 Reset Calibration? 
START:YES  STOP:NO 

 Reset Calibrazioni? 
START:SI  STOP:NO 

 

 

 

Press Stop  to cancel the operation. 

Press Start (Production)  to reset all offsets. Once the operation is completed, the display shows: 

 Reset done 
 

 Reset Eseguito 
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Reset Eventi (Reset Events) 

 
 
The procedure resets all stored events. 

The display shows: 

 Reset Events? 
START:YES  STOP:NO 

 Reset Eventi? 
START:SI  STOP:NO 

 

 

 

Press Stop  to cancel the operation. 

Press Start (Production)  to reset all events. Once the operation is completed, the display shows: 

 Reset done 
 

 Reset Eseguito 
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Scarica Eventi (Download Events) 

 
First of all, connect a USB flash drive (2.0).  

The connector on the left side is used to download left side events. 

The connector on the left side is used to download right side events. 

 
 
If the flash drive is not inserted or is not found, the display shows: 
  Device Not Found 

 
  Dispos. Non Trovato  

 
While if it is connected correctly you will be able to download the events of the left side. 
Access the menu: 
 *****Prog Menu****** 

  Download Events 
 *****Menu Prog****** 

  Scarica Eventi 
 
 

Press Start (Production)  : 
 
 Download progress  

  SOFT   USB 90% 
 Avanzamento Scaric.  

  SOFT   USB 90% 
 
SOFT refers to the card and USB refers to the flash drive. 
 
At the end of the download, the display shows: 
 
 Download Complete  

 
 Scaric. Completato 

 
Press Stop to exit. It is now possible to remove the USB flash drive to read the file from a PC. 

The file is created in this format: 

 
log_uf920_side1_2021-01-24_16-43-35.csv (log_machine name _side_date_time) 
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Scarica Tabella Prog (Download Prog. Table) 

 
First of all, connect a USB flash drive (2.0).  

The connector on the left side is used to download left side events. 

The connector on the left side is used to download right side events. 

 
 
If the flash drive is not inserted or is not found, the display shows: 
  Device Not Found 

 
 Dispos. Non Trovato  

 
While if it is connected correctly you will be able to download the events of the left side. 
 
Access the menu: 
 *****Prog Menu****** 

Download Prog. Table 
 *****Menu Prog****** 

Scarica Tabella Prog 
 

Press Start (Production)  : 
 
 Download progress  

  SOFT   USB 90% 
 Avanzamento Scaric. 

SOFT   USB 90% 
 
SOFT refers to the card and USB refers to the flash drive. 
 
At the end of the download, the display shows: 
 Download Complete  

 
 Scaric. Completato 

 
Press Stop to exit. It is now possible to remove the USB flash drive to read the file from a PC. 

 

Two files are saved in this format (machine name_table_programming_side_date_time): 

UF920_PrgTable_side1_2021-09-21_13-53-45.bin 

UF920_PrgTable_side1_2021-09-21_13-53-49.csv 

 

The .csv is readable for consultation as a text file or spreadsheet, the .bin is needed to copy the programming 

table to another control unit or machine. 
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Carica Tabella Prog (Upload Prog. Table) 

 
First of all, connect a USB flash drive (2.0).  

The connector on the left side is used to download left side events. 

The connector on the left side is used to download right side events. 

 
 
If the flash drive is not inserted or is not found, the display shows: 
  Device Not Found 

 
 Dispos. Non Trovato  

 
If it is connected correctly, it must contain a valid programming table file (see Download Progr. Table 

paragraph).  

At this point the programming table of the left side can be uploaded. 

 
Access the menu: 
 *****Prog Menu****** 

Upload Progr. Table 
 *****Menu Prog****** 

Carica Tabella Prog 
 

Press Start (Production)  , if a valid file is read on the flash drive, the display shows: 
 
    Update Found 

Start:Yes  Stop:No 
   Aggiornam. Trovato 

Start:Si  Stop:No 
 

Press Stop to cancel and Start (Production)  to perform the loading, 
 
  Update In Progress  

  USB   SOFT 90% 
  Aggiorn. In Corso  

  USB   SOFT 90% 
SOFT refers to the card and USB refers to the flash drive. 
 
 
At the end of the download, the display shows: 
 Upload Complete  

 
 Caric. Completato  
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Aggiornamento SW (Update SW) 

 
First of all, connect a USB flash drive (2.0) containing the sw to be loaded.  
 
The connector is located on both the left and right side of the machine. It does not matter which one you 
use. 
 
 
If the flash drive is not inserted or is not found, the display shows: 
  Device Not Found 

 
 Dispos. Non Trovato 

 
 
While if it is connected correctly it must contain a valid sw file for CB1 or ADP or both. At this point, it will be 

possible to update the machine sw. Following is an example of both sw programs to be updated on the 2 

sides. 

 
 
Metodo1 
 
Access the menu: 
 *****Prog Menu****** 

     Update SW 
 *****Menu Prog***** 

  Aggiornamento SW 
 

Press Start (Production)  , if a valid file is read on the flash drive, the display shows: 
 
    Update Found 

Start:Yes  Stop:No 
  Aggiornamento Trovato 

Start:Si  Stop:No 
 

Press Stop to cancel and Start (Production)  to perform the update, 
 
  Update SW  

Update in Progress 
  Aggiornamento SW  

Aggiorn. In Corso 
 
  Wait For Update 

 
  Wait For Update 
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Update CB1 
Side 1 

  Update Done    0/4 
SOFT1 -> SOFT1  044% 

   Update Done    0/4 
SOFT1 -> SOFT1  044% 

 
 
Update ADP 
Side 1 

  Update Done    1/4 
SOFT1 -> DISP1  085% 

   Update Done    1/4 
SOFT1 -> DISP1  085% 

 
 
Update ADP 
Side 2 

  Update Done    2/4 
SOFT1 -> DISP2  035% 

   Update Done    2/4 
SOFT1 -> DISP2  035% 

 
 
Update CB1 
Side 2 

  Update Done    3/4 
SOFT1 -> SOFT2  002% 

   Update Done    3/4 
SOFT1 -> SOFT2  002% 

 
 
At the end of the download, the display shows: 
 
 Update Complete!  4/4 

Remove USB, Power Off 
 Update Complete!  4/4 

Remove USB, Power Off 
 
 

Then remove the USB flash drive and turn the machine off. Wait 1 minute and turn it on again, checking the 

new sw version at start-up. 

 

 

 
Metodo2 
 
Turn the machine off. 
 
Connect the USB flash drive containing the files to be updated. 
 
Turn the machine on again. 
 
The procedure is started automatically. 
 
When the procedure is complete, remove the USB flash drive and turn it off and on again. 
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HoT CALIBRATION 

 

Perform operations on the side to be calibrated (Side1:left or Side2:right) 

 

1. Access User Programming and set step 1000 = Dairy and step 1010 Set HoT = 120. 

 

2. Depending on the machine model and the relative voltage, refer to the Ampere absorption of the relative 

Beater Motor (IC552-002975 M.WEG 00318OT3E56Z-S 208230460/60/3):  

- UF920  400/50/3  4.1A  

- UF920  208-230/60/3  9.1A 

 

3. Fill the cylinder with mix and select Production. 

 

4. Access the SET and absorption display page by pressing Production: 

 SET =120  HoT =085 
MIR=  0   mA =7500 

 SET =120  HoT =085 
MIR=  0   mA =7500 

 

 

This window shows the: 

Set=120: Set HoT        Hot=085: reading of current consistency of the product  

MIR=  0: MIR disabled.   mA= 7500: current absorption of the beater motor unit: mA  

 

In particular, the value in mA is the absorption of MA.   

 

5. Read the HoT value and the mA value simultaneously.  

When the HoT value reaches 120, the absorption in mA must correspond to MA rated value. 

If the mA value (at HoT = 120) is too high, increase the value of step 3760 Trimmer HoT  

If the mA value (at HoT = 120) is too low, decrease the value of step 3760 Trimmer HoT  

 

WARNING: NEVER EXCEED MOTOR INPUT RATED VALUE. 
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OMRON INVERTER PROGRAMMING 

 

The inverter supplied by Carpigiani is already programmed. If you need to change any of the steps, contact the 

Technical Service Department by referring to the inverter keypad and the instructions below. 

 

Operating parameters can be set from inverter control panel. Each parameter is indicated by an ID consisting 

of: 

- unit name (indicated by a letter) 

- subunit name 

- number of the parameter within the unit 

Upon Power On, the inverter display will read  

F 0.00 

 

Press Up and Down buttons until "Par" is displayed: 

Par 

 

Press ENTER to confirm. At this point the display shows the parameters that can be set.  

For example: 

A1-01 

Identifying parameter 01 of subunit 1 of unit A. Unit name ("A" in the example) is flashing. 

To select the parameter: 

- select the unit: while "A" is flashing, press UP and DOWN arrows to select the correct unit (Ex: 

A1-01, B1-01, C1-01, etc…) 

- press RESET: the subunit identification number will start flashing 

- select the subunit: while "1" is flashing, press UP and DOWN arrows to select the correct unit (Ex. 

A1-01, A2-01 ) 

-  press RESET: the number of the selected unit parameter will start flashing 

- select the parameter: while "01" is flashing, press UP and DOWN arrows to select the parameter 

(Ex. A1-01, A1-02, A1-03, etc… ) 

Once the complete identification number of the parameter to be set is selected, press ENTER. 

The display shows parameter actual value and the first figure on the left will flash. 

Press UP and DOWN buttons to set the first figure on the left. 

Press RESET to select the first figure on the right, that will start flashing as well. 
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As before, select the correct value using the UP and DOWN buttons. 

Repeat the same procedure until all parameter figures have been set. 

Once the correct value has been set, press ENTER to confirm. The display will read 

END 

 

and then the set parameter ID will be displayed with the parameter number flashing.  

For example, if the parameter has been set, the display will show 

A2-03 

With "03" flashing. 

Now you can select another parameter of the same unit ("A2" in the example) using UP and DOWN, or press 

ESC. 

When ESC is pressed, the display will show the set parameter ID ("A2-03" in the example) with the number of 

the subunit flashing ("2" in the example). 

A2-03 

 

Now you can select another subunit of the same unit ("A" in the example) using UP and DOWN, or press ESC. 

When ESC is pressed, the display will show the set parameter ID ("A2-03" in the example) with the name of 

the unit flashing ("A" in the example). 

Now you can select another unit ("A" in the example) using UP and DOWN, or press ESC. 

Press ESC to go back to main screen: 

 

F 0.00 
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UF920 (400/50/3)  - OMRON INVERTER V1000 VZA44P0 4KW 400V 

Default parameters changed. 

 

Table of 

Contents Description Value 

   

A1-02 Selection of control method 2: Open loop vector 

B1-01 Selection of reference frequency 1 2: Serial communications 

B1-02 Selection of RUN 1 control 2: Serial communications 

C1-01 Acceleration time 1 3 

C1-02 Deceleration time 1 1 

C6-02 Selection of carrier frequency 6: Carrier 15.0 kHz 

D1-01 Reference frequency 1 40 

E1-04 Max. output frequency 100 

E2-01 Motor rated current 4 

E2-02 Motor rated slip 1.72 

E2-05 Motor line-to-line resistance 6.132 

E2-06 Motor leakage inductance 18.7 

E2-07 Saturation coefficient 1 0.42 

E2-08 Saturation coefficient 2 0.67 

E2-11 Motor rated output 2.2 

H5-01 Node address of drive 1 

H5-02 Communication speed selection 6: 57600 bps 

H5-04 Stop method after communication error 1: Coast to stop 

L3-02 Stall prevention level during acceleration 120 

L3-17 Overvoltage suppression and stall prevention 370 

L3-24 Motor acceleration time for inertia calculations 0.145 

L8-12 Ambient temperature setting 50 

L8-38 Reduction of carrier frequency 0: Disabled 

L8-40 Low carrier frequency time 0 

O1-10 Reference frequency setting and displaying of user settings 10000 

O4-01 Accumulated operating time setting 386 

O4-03 Cooling fan maintenance setting (run time) 16 

T1-02 Motor rated power 2.2 

T1-04 Motor rated current 4 
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UF920 (208-230/60/3)  - OMRON INVERTER V1000 VZA22P2 2,2KW 200V 

Default parameters changed. 

 
 

Table of 

Contents Description Value 

A1-02 Selection of control method 2: Open loop vector 

B1-01 Selection of reference frequency 1 2: Serial communications 

B1-02 Selection of RUN 1 control 2: Serial communications 

C1-01 Acceleration time 1 3 

C1-02 Deceleration time 1 1 

C6-02 Selection of carrier frequency 6: Carrier 15.0 kHz 

D1-01 Reference frequency 1 20 

E1-01 Input voltage setting 230 

E1-04 Max. output frequency 100 

E1-05 Maximum voltage 230 

E1-06 Basic Frequency 60 

E1-08 Medium output frequency voltage 13.8 

E1-10 Minimum output frequency voltage 2.9 

E2-01 Motor rated current 9.13 

E2-02 Motor rated slip 1.92 

E2-03 Motor no-load current 4.2 

E2-05 Motor line-to-line resistance 1.28 

E2-07 Saturation coefficient 1 0.38 

E2-08 Saturation coefficient 2 0.63 

H5-01 Node address of drive 1 

H5-02 Communication speed selection 6: 57600 bps 

H5-04 Stop method after communication error 1: Coast to stop 

L3-02 Stall prevention level during acceleration 120 

L8-38 Reduction of carrier frequency 0: Disabled 

L8-40 Low carrier frequency time 0 

O1-10 Reference frequency setting and displaying of user settings 10000 

O4-01 Accumulated operating time setting 237 

O4-03 Cooling fan maintenance setting (run time) 6 

T1-03 Motor rated voltage 230 

T1-04 Motor rated current 9.13 

T1-05 Motor basic frequency 60 

T1-07 Motor basic speed 1750 
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VIEW OF CB1 BOARD 

 

The electronics of the machine consists of 1 control unit with 2 on-board addons, one for relays, the other for 

triacs.  

 

 

Electronic board 

 

part no.: IC573-003030 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Connectors IC573-003030 
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VIEW OF ADP BOARD 

 
 
The connection to the keyboard is made through an interface card also called Keyboard Adapter or ADP.  

ADP 

 

part no.: IC573-003341 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Flat  

 

 

 
Connectors IC573-003341 

 
 

 
 

Power supply   Dip switch    modbus/Canbus 

 

Side 1: Dip1-2-3-4 ALL OFF 

Side 2: Dip1 ON and 2-3-4 OFF 
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SOFTWARE UPDATE 

 

SW can be updated in 3 ways: 

 

1) USB 

For SW update via USB, see Update SW paragraph in Technician Programming. 

 

2) TEOREMA 

(Optional).  

 

3) PROGRAMMER 

Both control units (CB1 and ADP) have a dedicated 1.27mm pitch 14-pin connector that is used for 

programming via the ST programmer. 

Below are the instructions for CB1 update, which is similar for ADP as well. 

 

The following items are required: 

- STLINK-V3MINI programmer  

(with 1.27mm pitch 14-pin connector) 

 

 

- Micro USB cable 

(male USB A to Micro male USB B) 
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- Software: STM32 CUBE programmer (to be 

installed on pc) 

 

 

 

 

1) Turn the machine off 

2) Connect the 1.27 pitch 14-pin connector to the control unit in its seat, connector J2, as shown in the photo. 

    

 

3) Connect the USB programming cable to the PC and to the programmer in the micro USB port 

4) Turn the machine on 

5) Launch the STM32 Cube Programmer software 
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6) Open the file to be programmed using Open File (e.g. UF920_CB1-v0.8.6.hex). 

7) Connect to the control unit by pressing Connect in the upper right corner  

8) Press Download  

 

 

The software is loaded. If programming was successful the message will change to "File Download Complete". 

9) Press OK. Turn off and disconnect the cables.  
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TABLE °C-OHM 

 

The following table shows the ratio between the temperature read by an PTC sensor and its resistance in 

OHM read by a tester. 

It is useful to check the correct reading of probes 

TEMPERATURE °C OHM 

-50 503.5 

-45 528.9 

-40 555.2 

-35 582.5 

-30 610.6 

-25 639.6 

-20 669.6 

-15 700.5 

-10 732.2 

-5 764.9 

0 798.5 

5 832.9 

10 868.3 

15 904.6 

20 941.8 

25 980 

30 1019 

35 1058.9 

40 1099.7 

45 1141.5 

50 1184.1 

55 1227.6 

60 1272.1 

65 1317.5 

70 1363.7 

75 1410.9 

80 1459 

85 1508 

90 1557.9 

95 1608.7 

100 1660.4 

105 1713 

110 1766.5 

115 1820.9 
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